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Modern DC power distribution systems (DC-PDS) offer high efficiency and flexibil-
ity which make them ideal for mission-critical applications such as on-board power
systems of All-Electric ships, electric vehicles, More-Electric-Aircrafts, and DC Mi-
crogrids. Despite these attractive features, there are still challenges that need to be
addressed. The two most important challenges are system stability and load power
sharing. The stability and performance are of concern because DC-PDS are typically
formed by the interconnection of several feedback-controlled power converters. The
resulting interactions can lead to destabilizing dynamics. Likewise, in a DC-PDS
there are several source converters that are operating in parallel to supply the total
load power. This improves the system reliability through structural redundancy. Im-
proper load sharing, however, leads to overloading of some of the source converters
which might result in cascaded failures.
Several stability criteria are proposed in the literature. Among all, the impedance-
based approaches are well accepted for stability analysis and stabilizing controllers
design. These methods are based on evaluating the system impedances using linear
control theory and small-signal dynamic analysis. So, using such methods, stabi-
lization is accomplished in an intuitive and design-oriented manner. However, an
important disadvantage of linear methods is that their range of effectiveness is lim-
ited to a small-signal region around an operating point of the system wherein the
non-linear system can be approximated by a linear one. Likewise, DC-PDS often
experience large-signal transients and operating point variations. Thus, linear con-
trollers may fail to preserve the stability and performance for large-signal transients.
v
Therefore, there is a need to develop new methods that guarantee system stability
and performance during such large-signal transients.
To solve the problem of load power sharing in DC-PDS, various methods can
be found in the literature. Load sharing mechanisms can be categorized as Droop
methods and active sharing techniques. In the conventional Droop method, a virtual
resistance is added to the output impedance of the source converter and a decentral-
ized load sharing is achieved. Although simple and effective, Droop control causes
a variable bus voltage drop which requires additional control measures to achieve
tight voltage regulation. Active methods, on the other hand, manage to achieve
load sharing at the cost of additional control requirements such as high bandwidth
communication links among the source converters which increase the complexity and
cost. Thus, it is desirable to develop new methods to solve the problem of proper
load sharing in a simple, efficient, and inexpensive manner.
To address the above challenges, in this dissertation, a generic DC-PDS is consid-
ered and the system dynamics is studied for small-signal and large-signal operations.
Based on this analysis, novel stabilizing control methods are proposed that are im-
plemented in a source converter. The proposed approach manages to guarantees
stability and performance for various operating scenarios. Additionally, to solve the
load-sharing problem, a novel communication-less current-sharing control scheme is
proposed. This method guarantees proper distributed load sharing among several
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Modern power systems are experiencing a revolutionary change of paradigm at the
distribution level where DC systems are becoming more and more widespread. This
is mainly due to the significant advancements in the fields of semiconductors, control,
and power electronics [1]. Also, the emerging renewable energy resources, e.g. solar,
and storage units such as batteries, are all DC in nature. This fact lends itself to
the increasing popularity of DC power distribution systems (DC-PDS) where high
efficiency and flexibility are achievable and unnecessary power conversion stages are
avoided [2]. Additionally, DC systems provide more availability and easier scalability
– the properties that make them ideal candidates for mission-critical applications.
DC power distribution systems are employed in various applications such as on-board
power systems of All-Electric Ships, Electric Vehicles, More-Electric-Aircrafts, and
DC Microgrids [3].
The significance of the inherent advantages of DC distribution systems can be
better understood when they are compared against the traditional AC systems. In
DC-PDS, unlike the traditional AC systems, the problems with reactive power flow
and frequency control are naturally eliminated and there is no need for bulky low-
frequency transformers. Also, phase synchronization among parallel sources is not
required and multiple generator units and storage systems can be easily interfaced
with the DC bus through power converters. High level of flexibility and controlla-
bility allow rapid system reconfiguration which is required often in mission-critical
applications with frequent dynamic variations in the load demand [3–5].
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Figure 1.1: Notional MVDC power distribution system. G stands for generation unit
and M stands for motor loads.
Motivated by the aforementioned advantages, the U.S. Navy is very interested
in developing All-Electric Ships (AES) with on-board integrated DC-PDS. The high
power demand and highly dynamic nature of the loads as well as the need for fuel-
efficient operation have resulted in the adoption of kV -range voltage levels. A simpli-
fied representation of the considered medium-voltage DC (MVDC) system is shown
in Fig. 1.1 which can be seen as an islanded DC Microgrid [6]. The operation of
such a system is heavily dominated by and reliant upon the power converter units.
In particular, sources of various types, including storage units, and the loads with
2
different nature, such as radar and pulsed loads, are interfaced with the main MVDC
bus through power converter units [7, 8]. The operation of the system is well reg-
ulated through the implementation of feedback control methods at various control
layers which accomplish different objectives such as bus voltage regulation and out-
put regulation of load converters at various voltage levels [9].
In spite of all the advantages of DC-PDS, there are still several challenges that need
to be addressed. Two of the most important ones relate to the system stability and the
problem of load power sharing among several source converters. These two aspects of
DC-PDS operation are of concern in this work and so they will be introduced briefly
in the following sections. The discussions and methods proposed later-on can be
generalized to various applications and operation scenarios. However, the introduced
MVDC system intended for AES application is mainly considered in this research.
1.1 Stability and Performance
The safe and reliable operation of a DC-PDS is ensured if the system dynamic sta-
bility and high performance are guaranteed at all operating conditions [4, 9]. Unlike
the traditional AC systems, DC-PDS exhibit low inertia and therefore are prone to
instability depending on the operating conditions [2].
In a typical DC system, such as the one shown in Fig. 1.1, each of the source and
load converters are under feedback control and are designed to be standalone stable,
so that they achieve tight regulation of their terminal variables: voltages and currents.
However, the interconnection of these converters leads to dynamic interactions that
can significantly degrade the system performance or destabilize the system [10]. More
particularly, tightly-regulated load converters, within their bandwidths, attempt to
provide constant power at their output terminals and therefore they tend to consume
constant power from the source subsystem. This constant power load (CPL) char-
3
Figure 1.2: A simplified generic representation of the system
shown in Fig. 1.1.
acteristic of the load subsystem can be shown to have detrimental impacts on the
system stability and performance [11].
To better understand the involved dynamic mechanism, the system shown in Fig.
1.2 is considered. This system is a simplified generic representation of the notional
MVDC system of AES, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The load subsystem is a CPL which
collectively represents all the feedback-regulated load converters. A CPL, within its
bandwidth, manages to consume constant power from the source which implies a
constant product of the bus voltage, v, and the drawn current, i. As a result, the
non-linear v-i characteristic of a CPL is as shown in Fig. 1.3 where it is seen that
any increase/decrease in the voltage is associated with a decrease/increase in the
current. This non-linear characteristic has a strong destabilizing effect on the overall
interconnected system [11–14].
The CPL-induced instability problem was described and analyzed by Middlebrook
in [15], where the interactions between an input filter and a closed-loop power con-
verter were studied and a set of design criteria were proposed to ensure the stability
of the interconnected system. It was found that the linearization around a certain op-
erating point results is a line with a negative slope. This implies that, for small-signal
variations around an operating point, the load subsystem has an input impedance
equivalent to a negative incremental resistance equal to −v2/PL where v is the bus
voltage and PL is the load power. This is also shown in Fig. 1.3. The so-called
Middlebrook criterion defines the minor-loop-gain as the ratio of the source and
4
Figure 1.3: The v-i characteristic of a constant power load.
load impedances, i.e. Tmlg = ZS/ZL [15]. The phase-margin of this open loop-gain
represents a stability margin for the interconnected system [9].
More recently, the passivity of the system bus impedance has been used for the
system stability and performance analysis. This is proposed as the passivity-based
stability criterion (PBSC) [10]. The bus impedance is a closed-loop quantity and is




= ZS1 + Tmlg
(1.1)
In short, the Middlebrook criterion requires that, for the system to have better
stability and performance, the source and load impedances be well separated in mag-
nitude and the minor-loop-gain to have sufficient phase-margin [16]. Similarly, the
PBSC requires that the system bus impedance contain no right-half-plane poles with
positive damping in the whole frequency range of interest and have a phase response



















































Figure 1.4: The system impedances including the source, ZS, load, ZL, and bus, Zbus,
impedances. The system minor-loop-gain, Tmlg, is also shown.

















Bus V oltage Step Response
Figure 1.5: The ac-coupled step response of the bus voltage, v.
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For a system as in Fig. 1.2, the frequency response of the closed-loop system
impedances and minor-loop-gain are shown in Fig. 1.4. It is seen that at low-
frequency, the load input impedance, ZL, is resistive with a phase of −180◦. Since the
bandwidth of the load subsystem is practically limited, the response of the impedance
ZL deviates from a negative resistance at high frequencies. However, in the mid-
frequency range where the source and load impedances, ZS and ZL, become compa-
rable in magnitude, the minor-loop-gain approaches unity in magnitude and 180◦ in
phase, resulting in a very small phase-margin. Therefore, the denominator of the last
fraction in (1.1) becomes very small and so the bus impedance, Zbus, exhibits a very
large resonant peak. This is the origin of performance degradation which could lead
to instability in case of variations in the system such as the change in the CPL power.
The lack of performance for this system is also confirmed by the time-domain result
shown in Fig. 1.5 where the step response of the bus voltage, v, is poorly damped
and oscillatory.
The stability problem of DC-PDS has brought many challenges in the design and
operation stages of large interconnected systems. This issue is of critical significance
for on-board power systems such as the ship MVDC system where there are dynam-
ically changing loads and the system can experience a reconfiguration as the mission
changes [3, 5, 9]. Therefore, active stabilization methods are necessary to guarantee
system stability and high performance despite the inevitable small- and large-signal
transients and disturbances.
In this dissertation, the stability issue is considered for both small-signal and
large-signal transients and disturbances. For small-signal transients, an impedance-
based stability analysis method based on passivity is adopted and a stabilizing control
method is proposed in Chapter 2 that ensures stability and high performance. For
large-signal operation, the stability is analyzed considering the inherent system non-
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linearity and a novel hybrid stabilizing control method is proposed in Chapter 3 which
ensures stability under large transients.
1.2 Load Power Sharing
In a typical DC-PDS, the DC bus is supplied by several source converters in parallel
configuration (see Fig. 1.1). This permits to achieve several desirable characteristics:
a seamless supply of power, ability to interface energy sources of different natures
such as generation and storage units, ability to satisfy high power demand from the
load side, reliability of the system, and structural redundancy [4,17]. In this situation,
the total load power sharing or current sharing among the parallel source converters
is critically important. To achieve this requirement, appropriate measures must be
incorporated within the system control schemes [6, 18].
Theoretically, if the source converters are identical, in terms of power stage com-
ponents and dynamic characteristics such as control bandwidths, they should share
the total load current equally. However, this is very rarely the case as there are always
mismatches in components and dynamic characteristics. Additionally, for large-scale
systems such as terrestrial DC Microgrids where the source converters might be lo-
cated in locations far from each other, non-negligible line impedances can give rise to
unbalanced current sharing [2]. If significant, this current unbalance can considerably
overload some source converters which would result in abnormal thermal stresses and
possible cascaded failures [17, 18]. To overcome this problem, several load sharing
methods are proposed in the literature which mostly fall into two categories: Droop
methods and active sharing methods [4].
In a DC-PDS, load current sharing via Droop method is typically accomplished
by incorporating an additional feedback loop on top of the inner control loops which
regulate a source converter’s inductor current and output voltage [17]. In its most
basic form, this additional control loop creates a droop in the output voltage by
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Figure 1.6: Equivalent circuit of two source converters in parallel sharing
the total load power based on Droop control.
subtracting a proportional part of the converter’s output power or current from its
output voltage reference [19]. The net effect is a virtual output resistance which
naturally provides Droop control.
A simple equivalent circuit for the case of two source converters in parallel opera-
tion under Droop control is shown in Fig. 1.6, where each converter is represented by
an ideal voltage source behind a series output resistance [4]. In this figure, v∗oi , is the
reference output voltage of each converter, rdi is the virtual Droop resistance, ioi is
the output current, Pi is output power, and rli is the physical line resistance between
each source and load. The relationship between the output voltages and currents of
each source converter can be written as (1.2).
vbus = v∗o1 − (rd1 + rl1)io1
vbus = v∗o2 − (rd2 + rl2)io2
(1.2)
The two sources have equal output voltages due to the parallel operation, vo1 =
vo2 , and also the reference voltages are typically equal, i.e. v∗o1 = v
∗
o2 . Thus, using
(1.2), the ratio of the output currents of the two converters is obtained as (1.3). This
implies that, if we neglect the line resistances, by incorporating Droop control in each
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of the sources and properly choosing the Droop gains, rd1 and rd2 , the two converters
can maintain a proportional load current sharing. The special case of equal current
sharing is achieved when rd1 is chosen to be equal to rd2 .
io1
io2
= rd2 + rl2
rd1 + rl1
(1.3)
Droop technique is a simple and inexpensive approach to achieve load sharing.
However, there are major drawbacks with this method including bus voltage drop
and power sharing inaccuracy [4, 17]. These issues are represented in Fig. 1.7 which
is the power-voltage, P -V , Droop characteristic for two source converters in parallel
operation [19]. The slopes of the lines, in this figure, are proportional to the inverse
of the adopted Droop gains. Two cases are considered: the first case is when large
Droop gains are adopted which result in smaller slopes and the second case is when
small Droop gains are used which result in large slopes.
Fig. 1.7 shows the power vs. voltage DC characteristic of two paralleled sources
with a certain amount of mismatch. The characteristics are approximately linear.
Fig. 1.7 shows a trade-off between load sharing accuracy and bus voltage regulation.
In particular, large Droop gains ensure good accuracy in load power sharing but result
in poor bus voltage regulation (see ∆P1 and ∆V1 in Fig. 1.7). This is while small
Droop coefficients ensure tight bus voltage regulation but results in poor load power
sharing accuracy (see ∆P2 and ∆V2 in Fig. 1.7).
The issues with Droop methods are very challenging for the operation and control
of DC systems and require additional control measures and layers which are, in turn,
complicating and costly [2,3]. For example, the current sharing accuracy is sensitive
to the line resistance which was neglected in the above analysis. To cope with this
issue, either very large Droop gains should be used which causes large voltage drop
or additional control methods should be implemented to identify the line impedance
[20]. Similarly, poor voltage regulation is very undesirable as it can cause several
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Figure 1.7: Droop P-V characteristic showing the compromise between volt-
age regulation and load power sharing accuracy. The figure represents the
case of two source converters (solid and dashed-dotted lines) with a certain
amount of mismatch for the case of large Droop gains (case 1) and small
Droop gains (case 2).
other issues such as stability problem, as is discussed in Section 1.1, considering
the existence of constant power loads in the system [4]. To overcome this issue,
additional control loops should be implemented at a secondary layer, in the overall
control hierarchy, to ensure good bus voltage regulation. These additional control
layers further complicate the system which is not desirable [17].
Several active methods are proposed in the literature which manage to achieve
load power sharing and overcome the problems with conventional Droop methods [3].
Various approaches are available such as Master-slave and coordinated consensus-
based methods [18]. These methods mostly require a high-bandwidth communication
network for the converters to exchange information including measured variables, such
as output currents. In these control schemes, a coordinated control is implemented
either in a centralized or distributed fashion.
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In centralized approaches, a central control unit receives information from individ-
ual converters and transmits appropriate control commands via the communication
links. In distributed methods, on the other hand, there is no central controller and the
control objectives are achieved by coordination among the source converters which
is again implemented using the existing communication links. The major drawbacks
with these approaches include higher cost, lower reliability due to the potential fail-
ure of some communication links, the problem of single-point-of-failure in the case
of the centralized methods, resulting in vulnerability to cyber-physical attacks which
can result in security problems by degrading the system resiliency, and sensitivity to
communication delays which degrades control robustness [2, 4, 17, 21].
The load power sharing issue in DC systems is a challenging problem which is
very actively being researched [1,17]. This issue is of critical importance for on-board
DC power systems, such as shipboard DC-PDS, where very power-demanding and
dynamically changing loads must be supplied by various source converters [3,5,9,22].
Therefore, novel methods are necessary to ensure accurate load power sharing while
maintaining tight bus voltage regulation and to enhance the system reliability.
In this dissertation, a novel communication-less consensus-based current sharing
control scheme is proposed in Chapter 4. The method relies on a virtual communica-
tion network that is established among several source converters by having them inject
properly generated sinusoidal components into the bus voltage which is available to
all source converters. The method eliminates the need for a physical communication




Stabilization of DC Power Distribution Systems
Using An Impedance-Based Approach and
Resonance-Enhanced Voltage Controller
Modern DC Power Distribution Systems (PDS) are increasingly adopted as the en-
abling technology in different applications such as All-Electric Ships, More-Electric-
Aircrafts, data centers and servers, and DC Microgrids. This is due to significant
advancements in semiconductor devices, control platforms, and power electronics in
general [9, 18].
The system shown in Fig. 1.1 depicts a typical DC-PDS that is formed by the
interconnection of several source and load feedback-controlled power converters. Such
an interconnection results in a dynamically complex system that can experience emer-
gent destabilizing interactions. Additionally, a DC-PDS can typically experience se-
vere transients due to the operation of impulsive loads or frequent variations in the
system operating point [7,8]. An example is the medium voltage DC (MVDC) system
on-board of the U.S. Navy All-Electric Ship. In this system, small and large transients
are imposed, under different operating scenarios, by high-power impulsive loads or
by frequent changes in the system configuration during various missions [3, 23, 24].
In this context, one of the main control objectives is the tight regulation of the DC
bus voltage at all operating conditions including during transients [23,25,26]. There
are various factors that can negatively impact bus voltage regulation, but unexpected
behavior due to emergent dynamic interactions among power converters is known to
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appear commonly with severe consequences [4, 18, 27]. These consequences could
include significant performance degradation, in a milder situation, or instability of
the whole system, in a more severe condition.
At the design stage, the individual power converters are designed to be standalone-
stable with satisfactory stability margins and good performance. However, the inter-
connection of these converters in a DC-PDS causes stability problems due to dynamic
interactions among the control loops of the converters [18,25]. One of the major rea-
sons for such destabilizing interactions is the constant power load (CPL) character-
istic of the tightly regulated load converters. In a small-signal sense and within the
control bandwidth of the load subsystem, it is shown that the CPL characteristic is
equivalent to a negative incremental resistance connected to the DC bus [15]. Thus,
depending on the bandwidths of the source and load converters, the stability and
performance of the interconnected system can significantly degrade because of the
CPL phenomenon [9].
Therefore, to be able to predict the potentially destabilizing dynamic interactions,
it is very important to perform a thorough stability and performance analysis under
different operating scenarios. Also, to guarantee stable and reliable operation of DC
power distribution systems, it is desirable to properly design and incorporate spe-
cialized control measures which ensure good stability margins and high performance
under all operating conditions.
2.1 State-of-the-art Impedance-based Stabilization Methods
Different methods are proposed in the literature for the stability analysis of DC-
PDS [10, 14]. Most of these methods are applied to the system minor-loop-gain
(MLG), defined as the ratio of the source and load impedances (see ZS and ZL in Fig.
1.2). There are some limitations with such criteria including the dependence on how
subsystems are grouped [10], dependence on power flow direction, and resulting over
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conservative designs [18]. The recently proposed passivity-based stability criterion
(PBSC) along with the concept of Allowable Impedance Region (AIR), also proposed
recently, allow system stability and dynamic performance to be studied without such
limitations [28]. The stability and performance analysis based on PBSC and AIR is
accomplished using the system bus impedance, Zbus, defined as the parallel combi-
nation of ZS and ZL (see Fig. 1.2). PBSC and AIR are adopted in this work for
stability analysis and stabilizing controller design.
Different stabilization methods can be categorized into passive and active ap-
proaches. Passive methods generally require extra hardware to achieve sufficient
damping in the system, so that the stabilization is achieved at the cost of increased
losses, weight, and additional components [4, 29]. Different active methods are pro-
posed that manage to modify the input impedance of the load converters [9, 30].
Such methods mostly modify the control scheme of the load converter, for example
by adding a positive feed-forward path using an additional measurement of the bus
voltage. It is imperative to preserve the normal operation of the regulating feedback
loops, thus, using these methods, the design of the stabilizing controller requires
the knowledge of other frequency responses of the load converter such as the loop-
gain and closed-loop control-to-input-current transfer function. The experimental
measurement of these transfer functions requires lengthy procedures and causes ad-
ditional complication. Alternatively, model-based quantities could be used, but this
may degrade the effectiveness of the stabilization method because of possible mod-
eling inaccuracies. Likewise, the load-side stabilization methods can adversely affect
the audio-susceptibility and bandwidth of load converters [9,30]. This results in qual-
ity degradation of the power delivered to the load, which is not desirable, especially
for sensitive loads.
Other active stabilization methods which are implemented on source-side are also
presented in [31–33]. In [31], the proposed method is based on using a frequency-
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dependent Droop controller. This method has limited application to multi-source
systems and when a Droop scheme is used. In [32], the proposed method is based
on series virtual impedance implemented on the source-side converter. The stabiliza-
tion method requires an additional bus current measurement, and more importantly,
depends on other system transfer functions, such as loop-gain and control-to-output
voltage, which introduce limitations as explained above. Likewise, the stabilizing
impedance appearing in series with the source output impedance can potentially
cause additional steady-state bus voltage drop. The method in [33] modifies the
source impedance in a wide frequency range and is implementable only if a low-pass
filter is used. This might degrade the stability margins by introducing extra delays
in the feedback loop.
To overcome the aforementioned limitations, in this chapter, a novel stabilization
method is proposed that is implemented on the source-side. The method is based on
PBSC and AIR in which the system bus impedance, Zbus, is the quantity of interest.
It is shown that Zbus follows the source output impedance in the entire frequency
range except around the resonance frequency where the maximum interaction occurs
between the source and load subsystems. The main idea is to properly damp the
source output impedance in a frequency range around the resonance frequency. It will
be shown that the proposed control method effectively damps the source impedance
which, in turn, introduces considerable damping in the system bus impedance. Thus,
a properly damped bus impedance is obtained that ensures system stability and high
performance.
In the following sections, a brief review of passivity-based stability criterion and
allowable impedance region concept is presented. The source converter model is also
presented. Finally, the stabilization method based on Resonance-enhanced voltage
controller is proposed and validated using simulation and experimental results.
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2.2 PBSC and AIR
A generic DC-PDS is shown in Fig. 2.1 where a source subsystem with the overall out-
put impedance of ZS is supplying a load subsystem with an overall input impedance
of ZL. The overall system bus impedance is Zbus which is the parallel combination of
ZS and ZL. In steady-state and for small-signal transients around a certain operating
point, the system stability can be analyzed using the system bus impedance. Using
the block diagram in Fig. 2.1, the system bus impedance, Zbus, which is the closed-
loop transfer function from the system input, îinj, to the output, v̂bus, is obtained as




= Zs1 + Tmlg
= Zs‖Zl (2.1)
For the stable operation of a DC-PDS, the passivity-based stability criterion
(PBSC) requires that the system bus impedance satisfies the passivity conditions [10]:
1) Zbus(jω) contains no right-half-plane poles,
2) Re{Zbus(jω)}≥ 0 ∀ω.
The second condition is equivalent to−90◦≤arg{Zbus(jω)}≤+90◦ ∀ω that requires
the existence of a positive resistance at all frequencies. It must be noted that PBSC
is only a sufficient condition for stability [9].
The overall stability of a DC-PDS can be analyzed using PBSC applied to the
system bus impedance, Zbus. However, this stability analysis does not provide much
insight into the system performance and damping level which are very important for
stabilization and controller design purposes. This limitation is overcome by the allow-
able impedance region (AIR) concept, proposed in [28], which defines a semicircular
region within the right-half-side of the complex plane. AIR requires that the Nyquist
contour of the system bus impedance, Zbus, be confined within this region.
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Figure 2.1: A generic representation of a DC PDS. ZS is the overall
source subsystem output impedance, ZL is the overall load subsystem
input impedance, and Zbus is the system bus impedance which is the
parallel combination of ZS and ZL. The current source îinj represents
a current perturbation injection for Zbus measurement. In the block
diagram, the system input is the imposed current disturbance, îinj, and
the output is the bus voltage, vbus.
In a DC-PDS, the bus impedance can exhibit several resonant peaks at different
frequencies. However, it can be shown that Zbus is typically dominated by a single res-
onant peak in the mid-range where PBSC and AIR are often violated. This behavior
is approximated using a simplified second-order transfer function as in (2.2) [28,34].
Zbus = Zo
sωo
s2 + sωo/Qb + ω2o
(2.2)
In (2.2), Zo is the bus characteristic impedance, ωo is the resonance frequency of
the bus impedance, and Qb is the quality factor. At ωo, the bus impedance is a real
value equal to Zo·Qb. The AIR requires that the bus impedance normalized by its
characteristic impedance, Zbus−N , given in (2.3), be located within a region bounded
by M(θ), given in (2.4), wherein Qmax is the maximum allowed quality factor and is
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Figure 2.2: PBSC and AIR requirements. PBSC requires the Nyquist
contour of the normalized bus impedance, Zbus−N , to lie wholly in the
right-half-plane to ensure passivity and hence stability. AIR requires
Zbus−N to be confined within a region with a certain damping margin,
Km, to ensure a minimum damping in the system.






M(θ) = Qmaxejθfor − π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 (2.4)
The requirements imposed by PBSC and AIR are summarized pictorially in Fig.
2.2. This figure also represents the scenarios wherein either of the PBSC or AIR are
violated. It is seen that, for a good design, Zbus−N is separated by a damping margin,
Km, from the AIR boundary, M(θ). This damping margin determines the damping
level in the system and is a design input.
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2.3 Source Converter Output Impedance
The system bus impedance, Zbus, is the parallel combination of the source subsystem
output impedance, ZS, and the load subsystem input impedance, ZL. In a DC-PDS,
Zbus is typically dominated by the source impedance in the entire frequency range
except around the resonance frequency [28]. This is mainly due to the fact that
ZS is much smaller than ZL at low- and high-frequencies and hence it dominates
in parallel combination. However, in the mid-range where a resonant peak appears
in ZS, the magnitude of ZS and ZL become comparable and so Zbus deviates from
the source impedance and undergoes a resonant peak at the resonance frequency of
ωo (see Fig. 1.4). Therefore, the system bus impedance commonly violates PBSC
and AIR requirements around ωo resulting in poor stability and performance of the
interconnected system. Hence, the main idea is to damp Zbus in an interval around ωo
by modifying the source converter’s control scheme such that the closed-loop source
output impedance, ZS, is well-damped in this range. It must be noted that this also
tends to reduce the amplitude of the system MLG, so that Zbus is mostly determined
by the damped ZS, (see (2.1)). In this section, the source converter is modeled and
its closed-loop output impedance is obtained, ZS.
The system under study, shown in Fig. 2.3, includes a generic DC-DC source
converter connected to the DC bus. The converter is under the conventional two-loop
control wherein an outer voltage loop provides reference to an inner inductor current
loop [17, 18]. Both the voltage and current regulators are based on the PI control
strategy: Gcv = Kp−v+Ki−v/s and Gci = Kp−i+Ki−i/s, respectively. In steady-state,
the unterminated small-signal model of the open-loop converter is as given in (2.5),
the detailed transfer functions can be found in [28].
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Figure 2.3: The system under study includes a generic DC-DC
source converter under the conventional two-loop control scheme.
Figure 2.4: Control block diagram of the system in Fig. 2.3 where


















The source converter control block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.4 wherein the
current-controlled converter represents the model with the inner current-loop closed.
The small-signal model of the current-mode converter is as given in (2.6). In (2.6),
the system inputs are the input voltage, v̂g, output current, îo, and inductor current













In this model, with the current loop closed, the control-to-output transfer function
for the voltage loop is the one from the inductor current reference, îlcm , to the output
voltage, v̂o. This transfer function is Gv−ccm and is given in (2.7) wherein Ti(s) is the







Ti(s) = Gci(s)Gil−d(s) (2.8)
In (2.7), Gv−d and Gil−d are the open-loop transfer functions from duty-cycle
to output voltage and inductor current, respectively. The output impedance with
current loop closed is given in (2.9) wherein Zout and Gil−io are the open-loop output
impedance and the transfer function from the output current to inductor current (see
(2.5)).
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Therefore, the source converter’s output impedance with the voltage loop closed
is obtained as given in (2.10), wherein TvP I is the voltage loop-gain as in (2.11).
ZsP I (s) =
Zoutcm(s)
1 + TvP I (s)
(2.10)
TvP I (s) = Gcv(s)Gv−ccm(s) (2.11)
In the following section, a resonance controller is introduced to be added in the
overall voltage controller. The effect of this resonance controller is that it appears as a
virtual damping impedance in parallel with the system bus impedance and introduces
a desired amount of damping.
2.4 Resonance-enhanced Voltage Controller
As explained earlier, the system bus impedance is dominated by the source output
impedance at low and high frequencies except for the resonant peak that appears
in the mid-range. This peak occurs because the magnitudes of the source and load
impedances become comparable in this frequency range. Therefore, the objective is
to damp the source output impedance which will result in an equally well-damped bus
impedance. To this end, in this section a novel resonance-enhanced voltage controller
is proposed. In particular, the nominal PI voltage controller is augmented with a
properly designed resonance term resulting in a desirable increase in the voltage
loop-gain in a frequency range around the bus impedance resonance frequency. An
increased loop-gain, in that frequency range, will ensure additional damping in both
the source output and bus impedances. The details of the proposed control method
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Figure 2.5: Control block diagram of the system
in Fig. 2.5 where the source converter block repre-
sents the converter model with the inner current-
loop closed. The nominal PI voltage regulator, Gcv,
is augmented with the resonance term, Gr.
and the model of the source converter with the resonance-enhance voltage controller
(PI-R) are presented next.
The control block diagram of the source converter with the current-loop closed
is shown in Fig. 2.5. The nominal PI voltage controller, Gcv, is enhanced to PI-




s2 + 2ωrs+ ω2o
(2.12)
In (2.12), ωo is the resonance frequency of Zbus, ωr is the bandwidth, and Kr
determines the peak value of the resonance controller, Gr.
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The effect of the resonance-enhanced controller can be better understood by eval-
uating the closed-loop system model using GPI−R as the effective voltage controller.
The system block diagram with the current loop closed is shown in Fig. 2.5. Based on
this model, the overall resonance-enhanced voltage controller and the voltage loop-
gain are obtained as (2.13) and (2.14).
GPI−R(s) = Gcv(s) +Gr(s) (2.13)
TvP I−R(s) = GPI−R(s) ·Gv−ccm (2.14)
In (2.13), the nominal PI voltage regulator is responsible for voltage regulation
while the resonance term, Gr, performs DC-PDS stabilization. The source converter




1 + TvP I−R(s)
(2.15)
The output impedance with current-loop closed, Zoutcm , in (2.15), can be rewritten
in terms of the source output impedance and voltage loop-gain under PI control only




1 + Gv−ccm (s)Gr(s)1+Gv−ccm (s)Gcv(s)
(2.16)
Based on (2.16), the source output impedance under PI-R control can be written
as the parallel combination the source closed-loop impedance under PI control and a









In (2.17), Gv−ccm/Zoutcm is basically the closed-loop response of the inner current-
loop which is equal to unity within the bandwidth of the current-loop and specifically
around resonance frequency of the bus impedance, ωo. This is to be expected, because
the resonance occurs within the outer voltage-loop bandwidth, which is typically de-
signed to be smaller than the inner current-loop bandwidth to decouple the dynamics
of the two loops. Given that Gr needs to be effective only around ωo, in (2.17), the
second term is replaced with Gr, since closed-loop response of the current-loop is
equal to unity within its bandwidth. Therefore, the system bus impedance with the
effect of the resonance-enhanced voltage controller included, ZbusP I−R , is obtained as
in (2.18) with Zdamp given in (2.19).





Thus, the net effect of the PI-R controller is equivalent to the introduction of
a virtual damping impedance, Zdamp, in parallel with the original bus impedance
obtained under PI control only. A properly designed resonance controller can then
introduce sufficient damping to stabilize the entire system. In the following section,
a simple and intuitive impedance-based design procedure for the resonance controller
is presented.
2.5 Design Procedure for Resonance-enhanced Voltage Controller
As presented earlier, an appropriately designed resonance controller can effectively
damp the system bus impedance and improve stability and transient performance of
a DC-PDS. In this section, a simple and intuitive impedance-based design procedure
is proposed.
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The design of the nominal PI voltage controller is based on the desired crossover
frequency and phase-margin [36, 37]. The proportional and integral control parame-
ters can then be found using the conditions ‖TvP I (jωc)‖ = 1 and ∠TvP I (jωc) = φm
− π wherein ωc and φm are the desired bandwidth and phase-margin. The voltage
loop-gain with the nominal PI controller is given in (2.11).
The resonance controller, Gr, is tuned at the resonance frequency of Zbus, i.e.
ωo and thus the parameters that need to be designed are Kr and ωr (see (2.12)).
The parameter Kr determines the amount of damping at ωo and ωr determines the
bandwidth in which the resonance term is effective. The following design procedure
is based on the requirements prescribed by PBSC and AIR.
In (2.18), it is shown that the overall bus impedance, under PI-R control scheme,
is the parallel combination of the bus impedance under nominal PI control, ZbusP I ,
and the virtual damping impedance, Zdamp. This relationship allows the design of
the desired Zdamp which makes ZbusP I−R meet PBSC and AIR requirements. Then
we can obtain Kr and ωr using (2.19) and implement Gr. To this end, a damping
impedance of the form given in (2.20) is considered [28]. This is equivalent to a series
RLC impedance with its natural frequency tuned at the bus impedance resonance
frequency and with the desired quality factor of Qd.
Zdamp(s) = Zo−damp
s2 + sωo/Qd + ω2o
sωo
(2.20)
The allowable impedance region (AIR) concept is applied to the system bus
impedance normalized by its characteristic impedance, Zo (see (2.3)). Thus, con-
sidering (2.18), the normalized bus impedance under PI-R control, ZbusP I−R−N , that
is evaluated at the resonance frequency of ωo is given by (2.21).




Since the maximum interaction occurs at the resonance frequency of the bus
impedance, ωo, a condition can be formulated as in (2.22) that requires ZbusP I−R−N
to be located within the allowable region with its peak value separated from the AIR
boundary’s real axis intersect (set by the design choice of Qmax) by a damping margin
of Km (see Fig. 2.2). This margin can take any value in the range of 0 ≤ Km <
Qmax.
‖ZbusP I−R−N (jωo)‖ = Qmax −Km (2.22)
The simplified transfer function in (2.2) is considered for the nominal bus impedance,
i.e. ZbusP I , and ZbusP I (jωo) = Zo∗QbusP I is obtained. The values of Zo and QbusP I
can be found from the measured bus impedance. For Zo, the magnitude of the bus
impedance at frequency ω1  ωo is used. Then the bus characteristic impedance is
calculated as Zo = ‖ZbusP I (jω1)‖∗ωo/ω1. The measured bus impedance quality factor
is then found using the magnitude of the bus impedance at the resonance frequency
as QbusP I = ‖ZbusP I (jωo)‖/Zo. Similarly, based on (2.20), Zdamp(jωo) = Zo−damp/Qd
is obtained. Substituting these back in (2.21) and (2.22), Zo−damp can be found as
(2.23).
Zo−damp = Zo
QdQbusP I (Qmax −Km)
QbusP I − (Qmax −Km)
(2.23)
Substituting (2.23) into (2.20), the desired damping impedance is obtained. This
damping impedance is realized by the resonance controller, Gr, based on (2.19). Using
(2.12) and (2.19), the unknown parameters, Kr and ωr, of the resonance controller,









To give an overview of the presented design procedure, the necessary steps for the
design of the resonance controller are summarized as follows,
1) Measure the system bus impedance under PI control, ZbusP I ,
2) From the measurement find ‖ZbusP I (jω1)‖ and ‖ZbusP I (jωo)‖,
3) Calculate Zo = ‖ZbusP I (jω1)‖∗ωo/ω1 and QbusP I = ‖ZbusP I (jωo)‖/Zo,
4) Choose Qd, Qmax, Km, and calculate Zo−damp from (2.23),
5) Calculate Kr and ωr from (2.24).
Therefore, a necessary information for the design of the resonance controller is the
system bus impedance. The system Zbus can be obtained either through measure-
ment or using model-based approaches. More details on the design procedure and
impedance measurements can be found in [38–41].
2.6 Experimental Verification
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed stabilization method based on resonance-
enhanced voltage controller is examined through an experimental study. The pro-
posed method is validated using a DC-PDS based on custom-designed and built-in-
house power converters. The system consists of two Buck converters serving as source
and load converters. Both converters are under two-loop PI-based inductor current
and voltage control scheme. The control algorithms are implemented in a dSPACE
DS1104 control platform. A block diagram representation of the built experimental
setup along with the relevant parameters are shown in Fig. 2.6. The system frequency
responses including impedances and loop-gains are measured using the MIMO system
identification method based on orthogonal perturbation sequences [39].
The system impedances are measured once the source converter is under PI control
only and the results are shown in Fig. 2.7. The load input impedance, ZL, has
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Figure 2.6: The block diagram representation of the experimentally implemented sys-
tem. The system consists of a source Buck converter supplying a load Buck converter
drawing a total load of PL=400W at a bus voltage of 100V .
negative incremental resistance characteristic at low-frequency. The source output
impedance under PI control, ZSP I , exhibits a resonant peak at around its voltage-
loop crossover frequency of 100Hz. At this point, the maximum interactions occur
between the two subsystems. Accordingly, the calculated system bus impedance,
ZbusP I , exhibits a large resonant peak at fo = 100Hz, while it follows ZSP I at low- and
high-frequencies. These results are well in-line with the theoretical analysis presented
in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4. The bus voltage transient response to a step variation
in the load power is shown in Fig. 2.8. The response when the source is under the
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nominal PI control only, VbusP I , exhibits an under-damped oscillatory behavior with
its oscillation frequency matching fo.
Based on the measured bus impedance, the PBSC requirement is satisfied in the
frequency range of interest and thus the system is stable (see Section 2.2). However,
the large resonant peak in ZbusP I results in significantly degraded transient perfor-
mance which implies that AIR requirement is most likely violated. The Nyquist
contour of the system bus impedance under PI control normalized by its character-
istic impedance is shown in Fig. 2.9. It is seen that ZbusP I violates AIR and even
violates passivity boundary at very high frequencies.
From Fig. 2.7, Zo = 7.27 and QbusP I = 11.37 are obtained (choosing ω1 = 0.1·ωo).
The value ofQmax is chosen to be unity. The desired quality factor, Qd, and separation
margin, Km, are chosen to be 0.1 and 0.3. Following the proposed design procedure
in Section 2.5, the values of Kr = 0.1842 and ωr = 2π(506.5)rad/s are obtained and
the resonance controller is implemented in the source converter.
The system bus impedance with PI-R controller in effect is measured and the
results are depicted in Fig. 2.10, showing significant damping. The Nyquist plot of
ZbusP I−R normalized by Zo is shown in Fig. 2.9. It is seen that the system is well
stabilized and the normalized bus impedance, ZbusP I−R−N , is within the passive region
and well confined within the AIR boundary with a damping margin of Km = 0.3, as
was the design target. The system response to the same step change in the load power
with the source under PI-R control, is also shown in Fig. 2.8, confirming considerable
improvement is system’s dynamic performance.
The voltage loop-gain of the source converter is measured under the nominal
PI control and the resonance-enhanced voltage controller, PI-R. The measurement
method is based on loop injection as in [42]. The results are shown in Fig. 2.11. It is
seen that under PI control only, TvP I exhibits a phase-margin of about 3◦ which, due
to CPL-effect imposed by the load converter, is significantly degraded from the design
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Figure 2.7: System impedances measured under PI control only, the source
output impedance is ZS, the load input impedance is ZL, and the system
bus impedance is Zbus.














Bus V oltage Step Response
Vbus−PI−R
Vbus−PI
Figure 2.8: The bus voltage transient response to a step variation in the
load power. VbusP I is when the source is under PI control and VbusP I−R is
when the source is enabled with the resonance-enhanced voltage cnotroller.
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Figure 2.9: The Nyquist contour of the system bus impedances under PI
and PI-R control schemes. The AIR and passivity boundaries are shown as
well.
target of 65◦. However, the activation of the resonance controller, Gr, increases the
bandwidth to about 130Hz and the phase-margin is boosted to about 40◦ which is
a considerable improvement. More experimental and simulation results as well as
a study of the robustness of the proposed method against noise and measurement
errors can be found in [38].
2.7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter the stability and dynamic performance degradation issue of DC power
distribution systems is analyzed. The impedance-based passivity-based stability cri-
terion is adopted for stability analysis. Also, the system dynamic performance is
studied using the allowable impedance region (AIR) concept. To improve system
stability and transient performance a control-based active stabilization method is
proposed which consists of two major steps. First, the system impedances are mea-
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Figure 2.10: The system bus impedances under PI and PI-R control schemes.
ZbusP I−R is considerably damped as compared to the bus impedance measured
under the nominal PI control.
Figure 2.11: The experimentally measured voltage loop-gains of the source
converter under nominal PI and PI-R control schemes.
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sured using a wideband system identification method and the system bus impedance
is obtained. The second step is the introduction of a resonance controller in the source
converter control scheme that stabilizes the system by properly damping the source
output impedance and hence the system overall bus impedance. A simple and intu-
itive design procedure based on PBSC and AIR is proposed which only requires the
knowledge of the bus impedance. Using the proposed method, the impedance mea-
surement and stabilizing controller design can be performed at system commissioning
time or periodically during the system operation, allowing an adaptive adjustment in
the control parameters with respect to the most recent variations in the system oper-
ating conditions. Based on the proposed method, the stabilizing controller is designed
to be effective only in the frequency range around the resonance frequency of the bus
impedance, where maximum destabilizing interactions occur between source and load
subsystems. Using this method, a single converter can perform the impedance mea-
surement and stabilization tasks.
The presented work can be further extended in future with respect to the following
considerations. First, in the presented work, a single source operation is considered.
However, in a more realistic scenario, there are typically several source converters
operating in parallel supplying the load subsystem. Therefore, such a scenario should
be considered and the stability analysis as well as the proposed stabilization method
should be extended with proper modifications and improvements.
Second,typically in multi-source operations a specialized load sharing control layer
is incorporated to ensure proportional current sharing among the sources. In this
scenario, the system stability should be analyzed and the effectiveness of the proposed
stabilization method should be verified. In line with this idea, some work has been
done considering a Droop-based load sharing control scheme.
Finally, to improve system reliability, the stabilization task can be accomplished
cooperatively by several source converters. This is a desirable scenario because there
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is always a source converter that takes care of system stabilization. This is particu-
larly important in case that the specialized stabilizing converter is not in operation for
some reason. Another way of achieving this goal is through a communication network
among the source converters. In this case, the adaptive stabilization of DC systems
can be achieved in a distributed fashion which has considerable advantages from reli-
ability perspective [3,4]. The proposed resonance-enhanced voltage control method is




Improvement of DC Power Distribution Systems
Using a Novel Hybrid Stabilizing Voltage
Controller
Modern DC power distribution systems are typically formed by the interconnection
of feedback controlled power converters wherein several source converters supply mul-
tiple load converters (see Fig. 1.1). The individual converters are designed to have
satisfactory stability margins with good performance for their operation in standalone
mode. However, in a multi-converter system such as a DC-PDS, the stability and
performance of the overall interconnected system is jeopardized due to the constant
power load (CPL) nature of the load converters [9]. The CPLs, as discussed in sec-
tion 1.1, within their control bandwidths, attempt to supply constant power at their
output terminals and hence consume constant power at their input terminals from
the source subsystem. This property of CPLs introduces an inherent non-linearity
(see Fig. 1.3) which can negatively impact the stability and dynamic performance of
the overall interconnected system [11,15,43].
The linear control theory offers well-established and powerful tools for intuitive
and design-oriented analysis of complex dynamic systems [44]. As a result, linear
controllers are very popular and are commonly adopted for the control of power
converters [36, 37, 45]. In DC systems, this includes the use of nominal linear con-
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trollers which regulate the currents and voltages of a power converter as well as
adopting linear stabilizing controllers for the stabilization of the interconnected sys-
tem [3,4, 9, 10,17,22].
Linear controllers are generally designed based on linearized models of the original
non-linear systems. Therefore, properly designed linear controllers are only effective
for small-signal transients and disturbances around a certain operating point of the
system. However, as reported in the literature, DC power distribution systems typ-
ically experience frequent large-signal transients and variations in their operating
conditions [3, 11, 13, 43]. Various examples include frequent mission-dependent on-
board power system reconfiguration in All-Electric ships and More-Electric-Aircrafts
[22, 24, 46], dynamic positioning and maneuvering of industrial ships and vessels [3],
frequent operating point variations in DC Microgrids and data center DC power sys-
tems [47, 48], and operation of high-power impulsive loads [23]. Therefore, although
well-designed linear controllers are able to guarantee small-signal stability of DC sys-
tems at certain operating points, there is no guarantee that the system can survive
such large-signal transients and disturbances in a stable and well-performing fashion.
A simulation study can show how well-designed linear controllers fail to preserve
the stability when large-signal transients occur in the system. To this end, the system
shown in Fig. 3.1 is simulated in Matlab/Simulink. The system comprises of a source
DC-DC Buck converter supplying a load subsystem formed by three similar three-
phase voltage source Inverters (VSI). A total power of PL = 4.5kW is consumed
by the load subsystem which has constant power load characteristic. The source
converter is under the conventional two-loop control wherein an inner-loop regulates
the inductor current and outer-loop regulates the bus voltage by setting the current
reference [37]. Both of the nominal current and voltage controllers, Gci and Gcv
respectively, are based on the proportional-integral (PI) control strategy and are
designed conservatively such that the standalone Buck converter has good stability
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Figure 3.1: The simulated DC power distribution system. The source Buck
linear nominal controllers are tuned to achieve the desired stability margins and
bandwidths.
margins and dynamic performance [36]. Also, in order to guarantee the small-signal
stability of the interconnected system, linear resonance stabilizing controller, Gr, is
utilized which is also conservatively designed following the design procedure presented
in the previous chapter.
The system dynamic performance is evaluated in time-domain for step changes in
the source converter output voltage reference and load power. The results are shown
in Fig. 3.2 for step variations in the bus voltage and Fig. 3.3 for step changes in the
load power.
In Fig. 3.2, at t = 0.3s the reference voltage drops to Vref = 180V from the
nominal bus voltage of 200V . It is seen that the source is able to preserve the voltage
regulation with some oscillatory transient response. However, once the bus voltage
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drops further to 150V at t = 0.5s, the system cannot fully recover regulation. A
similar behavior is observed in Fig. 3.3 where for a smaller step variation in load
power, i.e. 16% of the total load, the regulation is preserved while for a larger
step change, i.e. 50% of the total load, the source cannot preserve the bus voltage
regulation.
The above simulation study confirms that properly designed linear controllers are
mostly effective for small-signal transients around a certain operating point of the
system and can fail to preserve stability and performance for large-signal transients.
Therefore, the large-signal system dynamics should be analyzed and appropriate sta-
bilizing control measures must be incorporated in the system to guarantee stability
and good performance for such large disturbances and variations.
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Figure 3.2: Bus voltage and source converter inductor current. The transient
responses to step variations in the source converter’s voltage reference.
To this end, one objective of this research is to study and analyze the large-signal
stability and transient performance of DC power distribution systems. This analysis
will give more insight into large-signal dynamic performance of the system and how
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Figure 3.3: Bus voltage and source converter inductor current. The transient
responses to step variations in the load power.
its inherent non-linearity can affect the stability. The other objective is to develop a
novel control method which ensures stability and good dynamic performance of the
system with a specific attention paid to the large-signal transients and disturbances.
The results of this work could be applied to various DC systems such as shipboard
power systems, More-Electric-Aircraft power system, and DC Microgrids.
3.1 State-of-the-art Stabilization Methods
Various methods are proposed in the literature for the stabilization of DC power
distribution systems. These methods can be categorized into passive and active
methods [4, 10]. Passive methods typically propose the use of additional passive
components to stabilize the system [49]. The main disadvantages of such methods
are considerable power losses in the stabilizing passive components, extra hardware
weight, and additional cost [10]. Active methods, on the other hand, typically in-
clude modifying or incorporating additional control measures in the system control
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platforms [4, 45]. Therefore, active methods are superior to the passive ones because
they can stabilize the system without requiring additional hardware or incurring extra
losses in the system.
Active methods can be further categorized into linear controllers and non-linear
controllers [4,45]. Stabilization methods based on linear controllers typically include
modifying the nominal control schemes of the existing converters in a DC-PDS, ei-
ther on the source or the load sides, by adding properly designed linear stabilizing
controllers [28, 30, 38, 50]. They mostly offer ease-of-implementation and intuitive
design-oriented approaches based on linear control theory. However, as will be shown
in this chapter, they are effective only for small-signal disturbances which is a disad-
vantage when large-signal transients are considered [46,51].
Non-linear stabilization control approaches are typically effective for large-signal
stabilization and performance improvement of DC-PDS [51–55]. However, there are
several disadvantages with these methods. First, these methods are mostly model-
based which significantly degrades scalability and modularity – major requirements
of DC-PDS [18,19]. Second, model-based approaches are typically sensitive to para-
metric uncertainties and variations which, in turn, calls for the complicating addition
of observers and methods for parameter estimation [52, 53]. Third, non-model-based
approaches mostly result in variable switching frequency operation or they still suffer
from the sensitivity to parametric variations [13, 56]. Fourth, the stability analyses
are mostly complicated from the mathematical standpoint and result in non-intuitive
design procedures as compared to linear methods [52,53]. Finally, these methods are
mostly computationally expensive and often require online optimization and heavy
calculations which put additional computation burden on the control platform [55].
To overcome the aforementioned limitations, in this chapter, a method is proposed
for large-signal transient performance improvement of DC power distribution systems.
This is accomplished using a novel hybrid stabilizing voltage controller that is a
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combination of a non-linear part and a linear part. An inherent advantage of the
proposed method is that all the good features offered by the linear control theory can
be fully utilized to form a simple and intuitive stabilizing controller design procedure.
Additionally, with a simple modification of the existing control scheme, the system
stability and performance for large-signal operation are significantly improved. In the
following sections, the system under study is introduced and a large-signal stability
analysis is presented. Based on the results of this analysis, the novel hybrid stabilizing
control method is proposed and the effectiveness is validated through simulation and
experimental results.
3.2 System Under Study and Dynamic Analysis
In this section the system under study is introduced and a dynamic analysis is pre-
sented. The DC-PDS under study, shown in Fig. 3.4, consists of a source DC-DC
converter and a load subsystem. This system is consistent with the generic system
introduced earlier in Fig. 1.2. The load subsystem is an aggregated representation of
several feedback-controlled load power converters, with constant power load (CPL)
characteristics, and any other loads such as passive loads. However, in this analysis,
the load subsystem is assumed to be heavily dominated by CPLs, because they have
the worst impact on the system stability and performance degradation. The source
converter is considered to be under the conventional two-loop current and voltage con-
trol [37]. The inductor current controller, Gci, and the output voltage controller, Gcv,
are both based on the proportional-integral (PI) control strategy [18]. In this section,
under certain assumptions, a simplified model is derived for the system which makes
the analysis much easier and insightful. Also, the obtained model explicitly shows
the inherent non-linearity of the system due to the CPL existence. This non-linearity
can have negative impact on system stability especially for large-signal transients.
Thus, the system stability is studied for large-signal transients and disturbances.
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Figure 3.4: The system under study consists of a generic source converter and a
load subsystem which has CPL characteristic.
3.2.1 Derivation of the Simplified Model
For stability analysis, a simplified model that contains all the necessary dynamics
of the system can greatly help to gain meaningful insight into the system large-
signal operation. To derive such a model, for the case of the source power converter
under two-loop control strategy, we can take advantage of the inherent two-time-scale
operation of the closed-loop system. In order to avoid any undesirable interactions
between the two nested control loops, the outer-loop is generally designed to have
much lower bandwidth than the inner-loop [36, 37]. As a result, from the inner-
loop perspective, the outer-loop appears to be almost stationary. Therefore, thanks
to this time-scale separation between the two control loops, we can represent the
closed-loop source converter with a quasi-steady-state model which is also known as
slow-model [11, 46,57].
To this end, the control block diagram of the source converter is shown in Fig. 3.5
wherein the plant is represented by a generic unterminated state-space model [10,28].
In Fig. 3.5, the starred variables are the command signals for the inner and outer
loops, u is the control input to the plant, which is basically the duty-cycle, and y1
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Figure 3.5: The control block diagram of the source converter under two-loop
control. The plant is represented by a generic unterminated state-space model.
and y2 are the output variables which are the inductor current and output voltage,
respectively.
The control input, u, is set by the inner-loop with the control law given in (3.1)
that represents the PI control strategy. The first term on the right-hand-side is mostly
effective on a very fast time-scale while for stability analysis we are typically concerned
with the system dynamics on a much slower time-scale [16,46,50]. Therefore, for the
sake of this analysis, the first term in (3.1) is neglected and the control law is simplified
as in (3.2).
u = kp1(y∗1 − y1) +
ki1
s
(y∗1 − y1) (3.1)
u ≈ ki1
s
(y∗1 − y1) (3.2)
Therefore, the system with the inner-loop closed can be described by the state-
space model as in (3.3) where ε = 1/ki1 . For this system, y∗1 is the control input
(command signal) that is set by the outer-loop.
ẋ = Ax+Bu
εu̇ ≈ (y∗1 − y1)
(3.3)
Given that typically ki  1 =⇒ ε ≈ 0, the second equation in (3.3) degenerates
to y∗1 ≈ y1 which is its equilibrium. Also, since the velocity of u, i.e. u̇ ≈ (y∗1 − y1)/ε,
is large, the system with the inner-loop closed will rapidly track the command, y∗1.
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Figure 3.6: The quasi-steady-state model of the source converter under two-loop
control wherein the inner-loop is replaced by a unity gain.
Therefore, the system with sufficiently fast inner-loop can be represented by a quasi-
steady-statemodel or slow-model, shown in Fig. 3.6, which is a reduced-order version
of the original system. The above analysis is based on the standard Singular Pertur-
bation theory which allows a simplified analysis of multi-time-scale systems [57].
The equivalent quasi-steady-state model for the system shown in Fig. 3.4 is
obtained, enforcing the results of the above analysis, as shown in Fig. 3.7. In this
model, an ideal CPL is considered which casts the worst case stability-related issues
and is shown by a current sink [46, 56]. In this model, i∗l is the inductor current
reference set by the outer voltage control loop, PL is the load power, Cbus is the total
bus capacitance which was considered as part of the source converter block in Fig.
3.4, vref is the bus voltage reference, il is the inductor current, iload is the load current,
and vbus is the bus voltage.
Figure 3.7: The quasi-steady-state model of the system shown in Fig. 3.4
obtained using the presented dynamic analysis.
To verify the validity of the obtained reduced-order slow-model in Fig. 3.7, the
case of a source Buck converter is considered and the simplified model is simulated
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Figure 3.8: Step response of the bus voltage: the slow-model response (dashed
line) against the responses of the full-order model for three different current
controllers (solid lines)
.
against the original full-order converter model. Both the full-order model and the
simplified model are loaded by the same ideal CPL.
Three case studies are considered. The first case is when the nominal PI current
controller, designed for a bandwidth of fci = 1.5kHz and a phase-margin of φm =
80◦, is used in the full-order model which has an integrator gain of ki1 = 34.55. The
second case is with the same controller with an integrator gain three times larger,
resulting in fci = 1.6kHz and φm = 65◦. Note that, based on (3.3), a larger integral
gain results in a smaller ε and hence y∗1 ≈ y1 is better satisfied. The third case is
when the current PI controller is replaced with a Deadbeat current controller which
is significantly faster than the nominal PI controller [58]. The response of the bus
voltage to a step load power change for the above three cases is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The best match between the responses of the slow-model and the full-order model
is obtained when the Deadbeat current controller is used. This is expected because
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this controller is significantly faster than both PI controllers. Thus, in this case, the
assumption of fast inner-loop is better satisfied and hence a better match is obtained.
However, for the nominal PI controller and the PI controller with larger integral
gain, the responses are sufficiently close, allowing the slow-model to be adopted with
acceptable approximation. Therefore, the simplified quasi-steady-state reduced-order
model is used for dynamic stability analysis of the interconnected system and to
develop a new hybrid stabilizing control method.
3.2.2 Dynamic Stability Analysis
The stability analysis in this section is based on the reduced-order slow-model shown
in Fig. 3.7. The voltage controller, Gcv, is a PI controller with the proportional
and integral gains of kp and ki, respectively. Based on the analysis presented in the
previous section, it can be assumed that il ≈ i∗l , where i∗l is the inductor current
reference set by the outer voltage loop.
With reference to Fig. 3.7, the simplified model is of second-order with the closed-
loop state-space equations given in (3.4). In this model, one state-variable is the bus
voltage, vbus, and the other state-variable is related to the voltage controller’s integral
function, xi.

Cbusv̇bus = kp(vref − vbus) + kixi − PLvbus
ẋi = vref − vbus
(3.4)
With the closed-loop equations given in (3.4), the system equilibrium point is










The closed-loop system equilibrium is shifted to the origin with a simple change
of variable as x̃ = x−Xeq. This simplifies the analysis and allows a better charac-
terization of the inherent non-linear dynamics of the system. Using (3.4), (3.5), and
the above change of variable, the closed-loop second-order non-linear system with its
equilibrium at the origin is obtained as in (3.6).

Cbus ˙̃vbus = −kpṽbus + kix̃i + f(ṽbus)
˙̃xi = −ṽbus
f(ṽbus) = PL ṽbusVbus−o(ṽbus+Vbus−o)
(3.6)
In (3.6), the function f(ṽbus) explicitly represents the system non-linearity due to
the constant-power nature of the load. This function, shown in Fig. 3.9, depends
on the system state-variable, ṽbus, its equilibrium value, Vbus−o, and the load power,
PL. This non-linear function contributes to the system dynamics depending on the
load power and bus voltage. As seen from Fig. 3.9, the contribution of the non-linear
function is stronger for large-signal transients while it is negligible for small-signal
variations around the origin where the system can be approximated linearly.
The non-linear dynamic behavior of the system can be better evaluated with the
phase-portrait of the state-variables for various initial conditions of ṽbus. To this end,
the state trajectories of the system in (3.6) are studied for the nominal PI parameters,
kp = 0.08 and ki = 35, obtained for a bandwidth of fcv=150Hz and phase-margin of
φm=80◦, Cbus = 90µF , Vref = 200V , with x̃i(0) = 0, and ṽbus(0) ∈ [−80, 80]. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.10 to Fig. 3.12 for three different load powers: PL = 1kW ,
PL = 3kW , and PL = 3.5kW .
It is seen in Fig. 3.10 that for all the initial conditions in the considered range, the
state trajectories converge to the origin implying system stability. The performance,
however, degrades for the initial conditions which are further away from the origin.
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Figure 3.9: Non-linear function f(ṽbus) for a fixed value of the load power, bus
reference voltage, and different values of ṽbus.
Figure 3.10: The state trajectories of the system in (3.6) for a load power of PL
= 1kW .
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Fig. 3.11 shows that for three-times larger load power, the system performance
is significantly degraded and for some initial conditions, specially on the far-negative
side, the state trajectories diverge. Finally, for a relatively small increase in load
power to PL = 3.5kW , shown in Fig. 3.12, the trajectories do not converge for any of
the tested initial conditions: for some milder variations, they converge to a limit-cycle
around the origin and for larger transients the trajectories diverge.
The presented analysis exhibits the large-signal non-linear dynamic behavior of
the system and proves that the adopted linear voltage controller, which is designed to
provide good stability margins and performance, is mostly effective for small-signal
variations around an operating point of the system: it can fail to preserve system
stability for large-signal transients and disturbances. To guarantee system stability
and high performance at all operating conditions, such large transients must be con-
sidered at the design stage by incorporating appropriate control measures. To this
end, the presented simplified model can be used. This model explicitly represents
the inherent non-linearity in the system, due to CPL existence, which strongly con-
tributes to the system dynamics for large-signal transients. In the following section,
based on the presented analysis a novel control method is proposed that extends the
range of effectiveness of the linear controllers and improves the system large-signal
stability and transient performance.
3.3 Proposed Hybrid Stabilizing Control Method
Based on the presented analysis in the previous section, the system non-linearity can
negatively impact stability especially for large-signal operation. Using the presented
quasi-steady-state reduced-order model, this non-linearity, originated by the exis-
tence of CPL, is explicitly obtained. Accordingly, the main idea here is to develop
a new stabilizing control method that is able to guarantee system stability and high
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Figure 3.11: The state trajectories of the system in (3.6) for a load power of PL
= 3kW .
Figure 3.12: The state trajectories of the system in (3.6) for a load power of PL
= 3.5kW .
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Figure 3.13: The quasi-steady-state model of the system shown in Fig. 3.4 with
the additional control input ν.
performance for both small- and large-signal transients. The derivation of the hybrid
stabilizing control scheme is presented next.
With the introduction of a new control input, ν, which will be used for stabilization
and performance improvement, the modified system control block diagram is shown
in Fig. 3.13. Using this model, the system closed-loop state-space equations and
equilibrium point are obtained as in (3.7) and (3.8).

Cbusv̇bus = kp(vref − vbus) + kixi + ν − PLvbus












It should be noted that the control input ν is solely used for dynamic stabilization
and it should not disturb the system operating point under steady-state operation.
Thus, the choice of νo = 0 at the equilibrium point ensures that the system steady-
state equilibrium point is effectively unchanged and the control action imposed by
the introduced input ν is only effective during transients.
Following a similar approach as presented earlier in Section 3.2.2, using the change
of variable, x̃ = x−Xeq, the equilibrium point is shifted to the origin. The additional
control input is defined as ν , h + u, which allows the introduction of two sep-
arate control terms for the purpose of stabilization and performance improvement.
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Therefore, the system closed-loop non-linear state-space equations are obtained as in
(3.9).

Cbus ˙̃vbus = −kpṽbus + kix̃i + h+ u+ f(ṽbus)
˙̃xi = −ṽbus
f(ṽbus) = PL ṽbusVbus−o(ṽbus+Vbus−o)
(3.9)
It is seen in the model and (3.9) that the function f(ṽbus) represents the system
non-linearity caused by the constant-power nature of the load. The analysis presented
in the previous section proved that this non-linearity can result in the failure of the
well-designed linear controller in preserving system stability and performance under
large-signal transients. Therefore, a proper choice of an additional feedback term
using one the additional control inputs can effectively eliminate this non-linearity,
resulting in a purely linear system. To this end, the control input h is chosen as in
(3.10). Substituting h in (3.9) with (3.10), the non-linear term, f(ṽbus), is canceled-
out resulting in pure linear dynamics. Note that the unused control input u provides
an additional degree-of-freedom which will be used for further performance improve-




, h(0) = 0 (3.10)
The proposed linearization method can be practically achieved by incorporating a
non-linear feedback, in a source converter control platform, that basically implements
the function h(ṽbus), proposed in (3.10). The system control block diagram with the
proposed non-linear feedback is shown in Fig. 3.14. It should be noted that ṽbus =
vbus − vref is the error signal with a negative sign. Also note that, since h(0) = 0,
the non-linear feedback is only effective during the transients when the error signal
is non-zero. This implies that the non-linear feedback does not disturb the system
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Figure 3.14: The quasi-steady-state model of the system with the non-linear
feedback term implementing h(ṽbus).
steady-state operation at a certain operating point which is regulated by the nominal
voltage controller, Gcv.
The introduced non-linear feedback eliminates the system non-linearity resulting
in linear dynamic performance. However, this does not necessarily mean that the
system is properly damped and has good stability margin and dynamic performance.
This is particularly important when we consider the small-signal transients around
the steady-state operating point of the system. Therefore, the additional control
input, u, is still needed to guarantee system stability and high performance.
In this work, the control input u is used to introduce a linear stabilizing resonant
controller, Gr, which is introduced in Chapter 2. This linear stabilizing controller is
designed using an impedance-based approach following the passivity-based stability
criterion (PBSC) and allowable impedance region (AIR) concept [38]. More details
on the design and implementation of the resonant controller are found in Chapter 2.
The proposed non-linear feedback term, as in (3.10), in conjunction with the
linear resonant controller, Gr, form a hybrid stabilizing control scheme which is im-
plemented on top of the nominal voltage regulator of the source converter. The full
implementation of the proposed hybrid controller is shown in Fig. 3.15. Note that,
based on (3.10), the load power, PL, is required for the complete elimination of the
system non-linearity through the non-linear feedback. This is obtained using the lo-
cally available measurements of the bus voltage and inductor current, which can be
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Figure 3.15: The full implementation of the proposed hybrid stabilizing controller
in the control platform of a source converter.
passed through a simple low-pass filter, Glpf . The low-pass filter is optional and can
be added to obtain the average inductor current and eliminate the switching ripple,
the filter is not required if a measurement of the output current is available.
The proposed hybrid stabilizing controller is an effective and yet easy-to-implement
method for large-signal stabilization and transient performance improvement of DC-
PDS. This methods extends the region of effectiveness of the linear controllers in-
cluding the stabilizing resonant controller and allow the nominal voltage regulator to
preserve stability and performance for large-signal variations in the system. Addi-
tionally, unlike most of the state-of-the-art non-linear control methods, the proposed
hybrid controller only depends on the load power and has no other dependence on
system parameters. This implies potential significant advantages in terms of robust-
ness to parametric variations. The study of the dependence on the load power and
robustness to errors in the PL estimation is presented in a separate section.
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3.4 Simulation Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the results of a simulation study
are presented in this section. The system in Fig. 3.15 is simulated in Matlab/Simulink.
The source converter is chosen to be a Buck converter which supplies a load subsys-
tem consisting of two three-phase voltage source inverters with the total load power of
PL = 3kW . For the source converter, the nominal current controller, Gci, is designed
to achieve a bandwidth of fci=1.5kHz and phase-margin of φmi = 80◦. Similarly, the
voltage controller, Gcv, is designed to obtain a bandwidth of fcv = 150Hz and phase-
margin of φmv = 80◦. Both controllers are based on PI control strategy. The nominal
voltage controller is augmented with the proposed hybrid stabilizing controller. The
details of the design of Gr are omitted for brevity. The design method is based PBSC
and AIR to guarantee a desired minimum amount of damping in the system. The
details are presented in the previous chapter and also can be found in [38].
To independently evaluate the effects of the proposed non-linear feedback, h(ṽbus),
and the linear parts, including the resonant controller and the nominal voltage con-
troller, two different scenarios are studied. In the first scenario, the system is initial-
ized with the nominal PI voltage controller and the proposed hybrid controller, i.e.
the overall controller in effect is Gcv+Gr+h(ṽbus). Then, the non-linear feedback is
deactivated, resulting in a combination of linear controllers only, i.e. Gcv+Gr, to be
effective. Finally, the resonant controller is deactivated resulting in the nominal PI
controller only, Gcv, regulating the converter’s operation.
In the second scenario, the system is initialized with all terms engaged as in the
first scenario, i.e the effective controller is Gcv+Gr+h(ṽbus), then the resonant term is
deactivated, resulting in Gcv+h(ṽbus), and finally the non-linear term is deactivated
to have the nominal controller in effect only. It should be noted that as the proposed
hybrid stabilizing controller has no effect on the system equilibrium point, activation
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or deactivation of h(ṽbus) and Gr won’t disturb the system steady-state operation. In
each of the scenarios above, the system responses to large step variations in the bus
reference voltage and load power are presented.
For the first scenario, the results are shown in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17. It is seen
in Fig. 3.16 that when the proposed hybrid stabilizing controller is fully engaged,
the system handles the large-signal transients very well and the bus voltage is well
regulated with relatively small overshoots and undershoots. However, when the non-
linear feedback is deactivated resulting in the linear controllers PI+R, representing
Gcv and Gr, the system goes unstable on step-downs of the bus voltage and recovers
regulation in step ups. Finally, when the resonant term is also deactivated, resulting
in the nominal PI controller only, the system goes unstable on step-downs and cannot
recover regulation even at step-ups.
In Fig. 3.17, initially the system handles the large load step variation very well
when the proposed hybrid stabilizing controller is fully engaged: the bus voltage is
well regulated with relatively small overshoots and undershoots. Once the non-linear
feedback is deactivated, the system remains stable with a degraded performance on
load step-ups. However, when the resonant term is also deactivated, resulting in the
nominal voltage controller only, the source converter loses the bus voltage regulation
and the system goes unstable.
For the second scenario, the results are shown in Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19. It is seen
in Fig. 3.18 that when the proposed hybrid controller is fully engaged, the system
handles the large-signal transients very well and the bus voltage is well regulated
with relatively small overshoots and undershoots. Once the resonant controller is
deactivated, resulting in PI+h(ṽbus), the system loses some performance but still
can well handle the large step changes in the bus voltage. Finally, with the nominal
controller only, the source loses the voltage regulation and the system goes unstable.
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Figure 3.16: The system responses to step variation in the bus reference voltage.
The step change is from the nominal voltage of 200V to 150V and back up to 200V .
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Figure 3.17: The system responses to step variation in the load power. The step
change is from 3kW to 1.5kW and back up to 3kW .
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In Fig. 3.19, initially the system handles the large load step variation very well
when the proposed hybrid controller is fully engaged: the bus voltage is well regulated
with relatively small overshoots and undershoots. Once the resonant controller is
deactivated, the system remains stable with a degraded performance, i.e. larger
overshoots and undershoots. Finally, with the deactivation of the non-linear feedback,
the system goes unstable on load step-ups.
The presented simulation results lead to several conclusions. First, it is observed,
in all four cases, that the conservatively designed nominal linear voltage controller,
Gcv, fails to preserve stability for large-signal transients, hence proving the need for
additional stabilization measures. This is consistent with the preliminary simulation
results presented at the beginning of this chapter. Second, all four cases show that the
proposed hybrid controller is much superior in preserving large-signal stability and
improving dynamic performance as compared to the nominal controller alone or the
combined linear controllers, i.e. Gcv+Gr. Finally, it is seen that both the non-linear
term, h(ṽbus), and the linear stabilizing controller, Gr, are needed for best dynamic
performance. The non-linear feedback effectively eliminates the system non-linearity
which gets stronger for large transients. This results in linear dynamic behavior which
is improved by the linear stabilizing controller. Thus, the non-linear feedback extends
the range of effectiveness of the linear controllers and the deactivation of any of the
two terms, i.e. h(ṽbus) and Gr, can lead to performance degradation or instability.
3.5 Experimental Verification
The effectiveness of the proposed hybrid stabilizing control scheme is validated ex-
perimentally. The block diagram representation of the experimentally implemented
system is shown in Fig. 3.20. The system consists of a source Buck converter with
the input voltage of 200V creating a bus voltage of 100V . The load subsystem is
another Buck converter supplying a resistive load of 10.3Ω at 75V resulting in a total
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Figure 3.18: The system responses to step variation in the bus reference voltage.
The step change is from the nominal voltage of 200V to 150V and back up to 200V .
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Figure 3.19: The system responses to step variation in the load power. The step
change is from 3kW to 1.5kW and back up to 3kW .
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load power of about PL=550W . Both converters are under two-loop control scheme
with an inner inductor current loop and an outer voltage loop. All nominal current
and voltage regulators, for both converters, are based on proportional-integral (PI)
control strategy. The parameters of the controllers are properly designed to achieve
the desired bandwidths and phase-margins that are also reported in Fig. 3.20 [36,37].
The subscript i is related to current-loop parameters and the subscript v is for the
voltage-loop parameters.
Both converters are controlled using the dSPACE DS1104 control platform and
the real-time control of both converters are carried out using dSPACE ControlDesk
software with the created layout as shown in Fig. 3.21. The steady-state operation of
the system is captured on oscilloscope and is shown in Fig. 3.22, which confirms that
the system is able to converge to the nominal operating point in a stable manner.
During these experiments, the system stability under nominal PI voltage controller
is evaluated first. Then, the resonant controller, Gr, is designed and activated in
the source Buck control platform and the system stability is evaluated. Finally, the
non-linear feedback, h(ṽbus), is activated in the source converter and the stability is
examined again.
With the nominal PI voltage controller engaged in the source Buck converter, the
bus voltage transient response to a large step variation in the load power is captured.
The load step variation is about 75% of the nominal load power, i.e. from 550W
down to 137W back up to 550W . The result is shown in Fig. 3.23, it is seen that the
system cannot handle the large transient at the load step-up and goes unstable. At
t = 0.025s, the over-voltage protection triggers and shuts the system down to avoid
any damage to the converters.
To properly design the linear stabilizing resonant controller, Gr, following the de-
sign procedure described in Section 2.5, the system impedances, including the source
and load impedances, are measured when the nominal PI voltage controller is only
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Figure 3.20: The block diagram representation of the experimentally implemented
system. The system consists of a source Buck converter supplying a load Buck con-
verter drawing a total load of PL=550W at a bus voltage of 100V .
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Figure 3.21: dSPACE ControlDesk layout created for the real-time control of
both source and load Buck converters. The figure shows the control of the sys-
tem during operation with live measurements of bus voltage, load Buck output
voltage, source converter inductor current, and load power.
engaged in the source Buck converter. The system impedances are measured using
the wide-band impedance identification method based on orthogonal binary sequences
as in [59]. To obtain a better frequency response measurement, in both converters’
control platforms, the generated orthogonal sequences are properly scaled and added
to the voltage reference and duty-cycle signals [41]. The injections are scaled to be
within 5−10% of the steady-state values of the bus voltage and duty-cycle. The mea-
sured system impedances are shown in Fig. 3.24. It is seen that the bus impedance
exhibits a very large resonant peak at fo = 97Hz which confirms the poor stability
condition of the system.
Using the measured bus impedance, the resonant controller is designed with the
choice of Qd = 0.1 and Km = 0.1 which result in the resonant controller parameters
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Figure 3.22: The oscilloscope capture showing the steady-state operation of the
system. Channel 1 shows the bus voltage, Channel 2 shows the output voltage
of the load Buck converter, and Channel 3 shows the source converter inductor
current at a scale of 5A/div.
Kr = 0.1334 and ωr = 3030 rad/s. The transfer function of the implemented resonant
controller is reported in (3.11).
Gr(s) =
808.4s
s2 + 6060s+ 367200 (3.11)
Once the resonant controller is activated in the source converter, the system bus
impedance is measured again and is shown in Fig. 3.25. It is seen that the large res-
onant peak is very well damped and a very smooth phase transition around the reso-
nance frequency is obtained. The Nyquist contours of the normalized bus impedances
(see Chapter 2) under PI control and with the designed resonant controller activated
are shown in Fig. 3.26. It is seen that, the bus impedance under PI controller ex-
ceeds the AIR boundary (with Qmax = 1, see Chapter 2) and at some frequencies
even exceeds the passivity boundary. However, the normalized bus impedance with
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Figure 3.23: The ac−coupled bus voltage step response under nominal PI voltage
controller in the source Buck converter. The large transient is due to a 75% step
variation in the load power.
Figure 3.24: The measured load input impedance, ZL, source output impedance,
ZS, and bus impedance, Zbus.
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Figure 3.25: The system bus impedances under PI voltage controller only
(Zbus−PI) and with the resonant controller, Gr, activated (Zbus−PI−R).




























Figure 3.26: The Nyquist contours of the measured bus impedances normalized
by the bus characteristic impedance under PI control, Zbus−PI−N , and with the
resonant controller activated, Zbus−PI−R−N .
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Figure 3.27: The ac−coupled bus voltage transient response to the same 75%
step variation in the load power with the designed resonant controller activated
in the source converter.
the resonant controller activated is well within the passive region and confined with
AIR with a damping margin of Km ≈ 0.1, as was the design target.
With the resonant controller activated, the transient response of the bus voltage
to the same 75% step variation in the load power is shown in Fig. 3.27 which exhibits
considerable improvement as compared to response under PI controller only.
In the final step, to further improve the large-signal stability and dynamic perfor-
mance of the system, the linear controllers, including the nominal PI and resonant
controllers, are augmented with the non-linear feedback implementing the function
h(ṽbus) given in (3.10). With the full proposed hybrid stabilizing controller engaged,
the bus voltage transient response to the same large step variation in the load power
is shown in Fig. 3.28. As can be compared with responses under PI control only
and with the resonant controller activated, the bus voltage transient response is sig-
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Figure 3.28: The ac−coupled bus voltage transient response to the same 75%
step variation in the load power with the proposed Hybrid Non-linear stabilizing
controller activated in the source converter.
nificantly improved confirming the effectiveness of the proposed Hybrid Non-linear
controller for large-signal stabilization and performance improvement.
The contributions of each of the resonance controller, Gr, and the non-linear
feedback to the overall inductor current reference are shown in Fig. 3.29. It should
be noted that the output of the non-linear feedback term is negated and added to
the contributions from the nominal PI and resonance controllers. Fig. 3.30 shows
the measured source converter inductor current transient response to the same load
power step variation for three different voltage control schemes. It can be seen that the
system goes unstable under the nominal PI voltage controller and the best response
is obtained with the proposed hybrid stabilizing controller in effect.
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Figure 3.29: The contributions of the resonance controller, Gr, and the non-
linear feedback h( ˜vbus) term to the overall inductor current reference. Note that
the output of the non-linear feedback is negated and summed with the outputs
of the nominal PI and resonance controllers.
3.6 Robustness to Errors in Load Power Estimation
In previous sections, the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid stabilizing controller
was verified through simulation and experimental results. It was pointed out that
the design of the resonance controller, Gr, is based on the measurement of the system
bus impedance and the procedure presented in Section 2.5. The other term of the
proposed hybrid stabilizing controller is the additional feedback implementing the
non-linear function, h(ṽbus), given in (3.10). A nice feature of the proposed control
method is that all the required components to implement h(ṽbus) are locally available
to the controller. These include the voltage error signal and the voltage reference. The
only additional requirement is to obtain an estimation of the load power, PL, for the
accurate implementation of h(ṽbus). This estimation can be obtained using the locally-
available measurements of the converter’s inductor (or output) current and output
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Figure 3.30: The source inductor current response to the load power step varia-
tion with PI voltage control only, IL−PI , resonance-enhanced voltage controller,
IL−PI−R, and the proposed hybrid stabilizing controller, IL−PI−R−NL.
voltage. However, it is worth verifying how potential errors in the estimation of the
load power can affect the performance of the proposed hybrid stabilizing controller.
To this end, an experimental robustness study is performed on the setup shown
above in Fig. 3.20 with similar parameters. In this study, the real-time load power
estimation path based on the product of the measured inductor current and output
voltage is deactivated. Instead, a constant load power value is provided to the hybrid
stabilizing controller and the bus voltage transient response to the same 75% load
power step variation is captured. For this study three different cases are considered:
a) the hybrid stabilizing controller is provided with a constant load power
equal to 33% of the nominal load power,
b) the hybrid stabilizing controller is provided with a constant load power
equal to 50% of the nominal load power,
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Figure 3.31: The ac−coupled bus voltage transient response to a 75% load power
step variation. Other than the results for the mentioned three cases, the results
under the resonance-enhanced voltage controller, vbus−PI−R, and the proposed hybrid
stabilizing controller with real-time load power estimation, vbus−PI−R−NL, are also
presented.
c) the hybrid stabilizing controller is provided with a constant load power
equal to the nominal load power.
The results of this study are presented in Fig. 3.31. It is seen that the proposed
hybrid stabilizing controller presents the poorest performance for case a when the
error in the load power estimation is the largest among all cases. However, the worse
response obtained in case a is still much better than the response with the resonance
controller only and with the non-linear feedback completely deactivated, vbus−PI−R.
The performance considerably improves for smaller load power estimation errors, i.e.
cases b and c. The best response is correlated to the case when an accurate real-time
load power estimation is available for the hybrid controller (see vbus−PI−R−NL in Fig.
3.31).
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Therefore, the only requirement of the non-linear feedback for accurate implemen-
tation of function h(ṽbus) is an estimation of the overall load power. The presented
results confirm the robustness of the proposed hybrid stabilization control scheme
to errors in the load power estimation as large as 67%. For much larger errors and
the worst case scenario, the stabilization quality degrades to the case in which the
non-linear feedback is completely deactivated and only the resonance controller, Gr,
is engaged. It must be noted that the stability is still preserved in that case but
at the cost of a degraded transient performance as compared to the case when the
non-linear feedback is also contributing to the stabilization.
3.7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter the stability issue of DC power distribution systems is analyzed with
specific attention paid to large-signal transients and disturbances. A detailed large-
signal stability analysis of a DC-PDS with constant power loads is presented. The
analysis proposed a simplified reduced-order quasi-steady-state model of the sys-
tem. This model is obtained by taking advantage of the inherent two-time-scale
operation and dynamics of the system and utilizing the results of the Singular Per-
turbation theory. The large-signal stability analysis confirmed that well-designed
linear controllers can easily fail to preserve the system stability for large-signal oper-
ation. This is mainly because linear controllers are designed using linearized models
of the system which are only valid in a small-signal region around a certain operating
point. Thus, such control methods can lose system regulation in case of transients
and disturbances which are large enough to drive the system out of the small-signal
operation region. Also, the obtained model allows an explicit representation of the
system non-linearity caused by the existence of constant power loads. It is shown that
this inherent non-linearity can negatively impact the system stability and dynamic
performance, especially for large-signal transients.
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This issue is tackled in this chapter and a hybrid stabilizing control scheme is pro-
posed based on the presented stability analysis. In the presented method, the source
converter inductor current reference is modified by incorporating two additional con-
trol inputs. To further improve system stability and performance for small-signal op-
eration, one of these inputs is used to introduce the linear resonance controller which
is designed based on passivity-based stability criterion and allowable impedance re-
gion concept (as introduced in Chapter 2). Additionally, to improve system stability
for large-signal transients, the other control input is used to properly implement a
non-linear feedback term that effectively eliminates the system inherent destabilizing
non-linearity. As a result, having the system non-linearity eliminated by the incorpo-
rated feedback term, the system exhibits purely linear dynamics during large-signal
transients. The resonance controller and the proposed non-linear feedback term form
the overall hybrid stabilizing controller that is added on top of the nominal voltage
regulator of the source converter.
The proposed hybrid stabilizing control method is effective, easy-to-implement,
and well-suited for large-signal stabilization and transient performance improvement.
A key advantage of the proposed method is that, by eliminating the system non-
linearity, it extends the region of effectiveness of the linear controllers to preserve
the system stability and performance in the case of large-signal disturbances. Unlike
most of the state-of-the-art non-linear control approaches, the proposed method has
no dependence on system parameters. This implies potential significant advantages
in terms of system robustness to parametric uncertainties and variations. Similarly,
the proposed method has no dependence on the system model, unlike other methods,
which implies that the hybrid stabilization method is easily scalable without requir-
ing any additional observer unit. The method has proven to be effective through
simulation and experimental validation. The systems that were originally unstable
for large-signal operation are well stabilized using the hybrid stabilizing controller.
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The proposed method requires the knowledge of the total load power drawn from
the source subsystem. An experimental study is presented to verify the robustness of
the method to potential errors in the load power estimation. The results confirmed
that the proposed control method can provide good stabilization action even in case
of large errors in the load power estimation.
The presented work can be further extended in future considering the following
ideas. First, in the presented work, the stability analysis and derivation of the pro-
posed control approach are carried out considering nominal two-loop control scheme
based on proportional-integral control strategy for the source converter. Such a con-
trol scheme is very popular and is commonly adopted in various applications. Nev-
ertheless, it is worth considering other nominal control methods for the source con-
verter, e.g. direct PID-based voltage-mode control, and extend the proposed stability
analysis and stabilization methods.
Second, in this work a single source operation is considered to better represent the
fundamentals of the proposed stability analysis and stabilization method. However,
in a more realistic scenario, there are typically several source converters operating in
parallel configuration. In this case, a Droop-based current-sharing control scheme is
incorporated to ensure proportional load power sharing among several source convert-
ers [2,17]. Thus, the proposed analysis and hybrid stabilizing control methods should
be extended to the case of multi-source operation with Droop-based load sharing
control scheme.
Third, in this work the source converter is considered to be a Buck converter.
However, practically other converter topologies such as Boost and Buck-Boost are
also used in DC power distribution systems. Therefore, the extension of the pre-
sented stability analysis and proposed stabilization method to other source converter
topologies can be of interest.
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Finally, the proposed hybrid stabilizing control method requires the knowledge of
the total load power. In multi-source operation, however, each of the source converters
provides only a portion of the total load demand. Therefore, the stabilizing converter,
in which the proposed control method is implemented, needs to estimate the overall
load power to achieve the best stabilization performance. This can be achieved using
a communication-based current sharing control scheme which provides the instanta-
neous output currents of other sources to a certain source converter. Other methods
can also be used such as the communication-less consensus-based current sharing
control scheme that is proposed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
A Communication-less Consensus-based load
Current Sharing Control Scheme for DC
Power Distribution Systems
In modern DC-PDS, energy sources of different natures are interfaced to the DC
bus through several source converters which results in a distributed structure. As
opposed to centralized generation, distributed structures offer improved efficiency,
reliability, scalability, and better stability [60,61]. In a multi-source system, improper
load current sharing leads to overloading some of source converters which imposes
additional thermal stress on their components and can eventually reduce reliability
and result in cascaded failures [4, 62]. Therefore, the main control objectives in DC
systems are to enforce proportional load sharing among the participating sources and
to ensure bus voltage regulation [18,63].
The current sharing issue in DC distribution systems is a challenging problem
which is actively under research [4, 29]. The challenges are particularly critical for
on-board DC power systems, such as the shipboard DC-PDS, where high power and
dynamically varying loads must be supplied reliably by various sources [64]. In an
ideal case, if all the source converters are identical, in terms of components and
control bandwidths, they might be able to achieve a natural proportional load sharing
scheme. However, this situation almost never happens practically due to inevitable
component mismatches and differences in dynamic behaviors. To ensure proportional
load sharing among multiple sources, various methods are proposed in the literature
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such Droop-based control schemes as well as other active control-based current sharing
methods.
In this chapter, a novel communication-less consensus-based load power shar-
ing method is proposed. The proposed method basically implements a coopera-
tive consensus-based current sharing control scheme. The main advantage of the
consensus-based algorithm applied for load sharing purposes is its reliability and the
fact that it does not disturb the bus voltage regulation. However, a fundamental
requirement for the implementation of the conventional consensus-based methods
is the existence of a physical communication network among the source converters.
This can increase system complexity and overall cost while creating a vulnerability
to cyber attacks [65, 66]. In the proposed method, however, the physical commu-
nication network is replaced with a virtual network utilizing the bus voltage as the
main medium of communication. Therefore, all the advantages of the conventional
cooperative consensus-based current sharing scheme are preserved while the need for
a physical communication network is eliminated.
4.1 State-of-the-art and background
Different current sharing methods can be classified into two categories: Droop meth-
ods and active sharing methods [4]. In the conventional Droop methods, introduced
earlier in section 1.2, a virtual series resistance is added to the output impedance of
a source converter through additional feedback loops: the output voltage decreases
as the converter’s output current increases. Droop methods allows the total load
power to be passively shared among the source converters and provide a modular
design [18]. However, the major drawbacks with Droop methods, as pointed out in
section 1.2, are the bus voltage variable drop and power sharing inaccuracy [4]. These
issues are very challenging for the operation and control of DC-PDS and generally
require additional specialized control layers which are complicating and costly [17].
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Various active sharing methods are proposed in the literature which achieve cur-
rent sharing and overcome the problems with the conventional Droop methods [29].
Methods based on master-slave operation are proposed in the literature [67]. Al-
though effective in achieving current sharing without any voltage drop, such methods
suffer from the lack of reliability. This is because the bus voltage is basically regulated
by a master converter and this could be a single point of failure [4].
In [68, 69], the average value of the current and Droop gains are communicated
among the parallel converters to achieve current sharing. Droop gains adaptation is
proposed in [70] which is based on the information communicated among the sources.
In [61, 63], average consensus method is adopted which guarantees load power shar-
ing and relies on a communication network among the neighboring source converters.
These methods are effective but the major problem is that they require a communi-
cation network among the converters. Therefore, such approaches impose additional
costs while suffering from the lack of reliability due to the potential communication
links failures [29]. Also, such methods are prone to cyber-physical attacks which can
result in security problems by degrading the system resiliency [21].
Other methods based on ac-signal injection into the DC voltage are also available
that achieve current sharing without requiring a communication network [71, 72].
However, these method are rather complicated: most of them require the estimation
of the reactive power flow among the sources, and they require synchronization of the
injected frequencies among the source converters [29,73].
To overcome these limitations, in this chapter, a novel current sharing method
is proposed for DC power distribution systems. The proposed method relies on the
injection of small sinusoidal signals into the bus voltage which is available to all
source converters. The sinusoidal signals have their frequencies proportional to the
injecting converter’s output current. Each converter is equipped with a method based
on adaptive notch filters for decomposing the measured bus voltage to obtain the
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frequencies of the injected signals. Consequently, a certain source converter can gain
an explicit knowledge of the output currents of other converters. Finally, a cooperative
consensus-based approach is adopted to ensure accurate proportional load current
sharing without any voltage drop at the DC bus.
In the following sections, the main idea of the proposed communication-less consensus-
based current sharing control scheme is described. Then, relevant details are pre-
sented about each of the involved blocks of the proposed load sharing scheme. Fi-
nally, the effectiveness of the proposed control method is validated through simulation
results.
4.2 Proposed current sharing method
In this section the main idea of the proposed load sharing control scheme is pre-
sented. A multi-source DC-PDS such as the one shown in Fig. 1.1 is considered.
In this system, several source power converters supply the overall load demand. In
such a multi-source system, one control objective is to achieve a current sharing
scheme among the source converters that allows them to provide a share of the total
load current proportional to their rated powers. To meet this requirement, a novel
communication-less consensus-based current sharing control scheme is proposed. The
main idea of the proposed scheme is shown pictorially in Fig. 4.1.
In the proposed control method, each source converter injects a small sinusoidal
signal into the bus voltage. In each converter, the frequency of the generated si-
nusoidal signal is proportional to its instantaneous output current and the signal is
properly scaled and injected into the converter’s duty-cycle. As a result, having all
sources injecting sinusoidal signals of frequencies proportional to their output cur-
rents, the bus voltage, that is available to all converters in parallel connection, serves
as a global medium of communication. In this sense, the bus voltage contains compo-
nents of different frequencies which are basically all the necessary information needed
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Figure 4.1: The main idea of the proposed communication-less consensus-based
current sharing scheme depicted in a multi-source system.
to enforce a distributed cooperative load sharing scheme among multiple sources
(“agents”) [61, 74]. Consider the first converter in Fig. 4.1, the bus voltage is mea-
sured and passed through a frequency decomposition block that reads the frequencies
of the injected sinusoidal components (see Read block in Fig. 4.1). Accordingly,
using this decomposition method, the converter is enabled to extract the values of
the output currents of its neighbor source converters. Then, it uses the extracted
information to implement an average consensus-based current sharing algorithm that
adjusts its output current such that a proportional load sharing is obtained globally
in the system [66].
Different methods can be used for the frequency detection such a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). However, in this work a method based on Adaptive Notch Filters
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Figure 4.2: The proposed communication-less consensus-based current sharing con-
trol scheme implemented in block diagram.
(ANF) is proposed. Based on this method, in each converter’s control platform, a
series of cascaded ANFs, equal to the number of source converters in the system,
are incorporated. The measured bus voltage is passed through the cascaded ANFs.
The notch frequency of each of these filters is varied adaptively until it converges to
the frequency of one of the injected sinusoidal components in the bus voltage. That
component gets significantly attenuated by the notch filter, after the notch frequency
convergence, and the signal containing the rest of the injected components is passed
to the next ANF in the chain. This continues until all ANFs converge. At the end, the
notch frequencies in the cascaded ANFs are equal to the frequencies of the injected
sinusoidal components which are proportional to the output currents of the neighbor
source converters (see Fig. 4.1).
The control block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4.2. The
method is comprised of three major blocks. First, a sinusoidal generation and in-
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jection block that takes in a measurement of the converter’s output current and
generates a sinusoidal signal with its frequency proportional to the measured output
current. Second, a frequency detection block based on adaptive notch filters. The
measured output (bus) voltage, that contains the injected sinusoidal components, is
fed to this block which outputs an array containing the output currents of all neigh-
boring source converters. Finally, the array of the detected output currents is fed to
a block implementing a consensus algorithm that tries to minimize the error between
the i-th converter output current and the output currents of its neighboring sources.
This algorithm adjusts the voltage reference of a certain source converter until a dis-
tributed proportional load sharing scheme is fully established and the current sharing
error converges to zero. In the following sections, more details are presented on the
functionality of each of the introduced blocks.
4.2.1 ac-Signal Injection for Communication
In the proposed method, in order to achieve current sharing, a source converter must
explicitly know the amount of load current supplied by its neighbor sources. The sim-
plest approach would be to have a communication network among the sources which
has several disadvantages as discussed earlier. These issues are obviated through the
method proposed here which is based on injecting a small sinusoidal signal into the
bus voltage. The frequency of this signal is proportional to the output current of each
source converter which is locally measurable by the injecting converter.
The proposed small sinusoidal signal injection technique is depicted in Fig. 4.3.
Based on this setup, the injected signal, uinji , can be obtained as in (4.1) wherein f̃i
= kfi īpuoi is the effective frequency of injection.
uinji = kai sin(2πf̃it) (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: The proposed small sinusoidal signal injection technique.
The measured output current of the converter is passed through a properly de-
signed low-pass filter, Glpf1 , to find its average value, i.e. īoi , which is then scaled
by the rated current of the converter, Iri , yielding a per-unit value. This guarantees
a current sharing scheme that is proportional to the rated power of the individual
source converter: various converters can use different values as their rated currents
to accommodate different loading percentages [70]. Note that in the especial case of
source converters with equal rated powers, the proportional scheme reduces down to
an equal-sharing one.
The gain kfi is chosen to properly scale the injection frequency of the i-th converter
to be within the range of interest depending on the converter’s sampling frequency.
Also, the gain kai is used to adjust the injection amplitude properly. In a later section,
it will be shown that the generated signal, uinji , is added to the i-th converter’s duty
cycle such that it appears in its output voltage which is also the bus voltage and is
measured by all source converters. Therefore, the amplitude of the injection cannot
be very large and the gain kai is used to adjust the injection strength to be within
5− 10% of the steady-state duty-cycle value.
4.2.2 A Method for the detection of the injected signals
Using the method proposed in the previous part, all source converters inject into the
bus voltage sinusoidal signals with frequencies proportional to their measured output
currents. Thus, if a certain source converter manages to decompose the measured
bus voltage to detect the frequencies of the injected sinusoidal components, it can
obtain explicit knowledge of the output currents of its neighbor sources. To this end,
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different methods can be adopted such as the conventional FFT algorithms or other
methods such as Goertzel algorithm. The latter is previously used for the detection of
an LCL filter resonance frequency [75]. However, these methods introduce additional
computational burden and more delays into the control scheme.
To overcome these issues, in this work, an innovative approach is proposed that
employs adaptive notch filters (ANF) for frequency detection [76–78]. ANFs are very
similar to the conventional notch filters with significant attenuation at the notch
frequency applied to their input signal. The major difference is that, in ANFs, the
notch frequency is adjusted on-the-fly by means of an adaptive algorithm. Such an
adaptive mechanism allows automatic detection and elimination of a sinusoidal sig-
nal, with unknown frequency, that is immersed in the filter’s input signal. Adaptive
notch filters are well known and are applied in various areas such as radars, industrial
applications, and wireless communications [78]. The main idea of the proposed fre-
quency detection method based on ANFs and implementation details are presented
next.
The main idea
In this work, to enable a certain source converter to detect the frequencies of the
injected sinusoidal components in the bus voltage, the cascaded adaptive notch filters
are utilized [77]. In particular, for a DC-PDS with n source converters, n-1 frequency
detection blocks are connected in a cascaded fashion and are incorporated in the
control platform of each converter. Each detection block consists of an ANF block
followed by a scaling and filtering block that performs some simple post-processing
and signal conditioning.
The bus voltage contains all the injected sinusoidal components. However, a
converter knows its own output current because it is locally measured. Thus, in the
i-th converter, the ac-coupled bus voltage, v̂bus, is fed to a regular notch filter (NF)
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Figure 4.4: Three cascaded detection blocks incorporated in the first converter’s
control platform for a DC-PDS with three source converters.
whose notch frequency is set equal to the injection frequency of that converter, that
is proportional to its own output current. Therefore, the i-th injected component will
be eliminated from the measured voltage and the signal containing the components
injected by other converters will be passed to the first detection block. As a result, a
converter only needs n-1 cascaded ANF-based frequency detection blocks.
The ANF, within each block, implements an adaptive gradient descent algorithm
which varies the notch frequency of that filter, ωni , until it matches the frequency
of a sinusoidal components in the input signal, e.g. ω̃i = 2πf̃i. Once the adaptive
algorithm converges, i.e. ωni = ω̃i, that sinusoidal component will be significantly
attenuated from the input signal. Then, the signal containing the rest of the compo-
nents is passed to the next detection block in the chain. The same will happen in the
ANFs of other blocks until they all converge and all the components are attenuated.
Within each detection block, the outputs of the ANFs are their notch frequencies,
ωni , after convergence of the adaptive algorithm. The obtained notch frequencies are
basically equivalent to the frequencies of the injected sinusoidal components which
are, in turn, proportional to the output currents of the other source converters. Thus,
an array of all output currents, except for the i-th converter, is obtained after some
simple post-processing and scaling. For a DC-PDS with three source converters,
two ANF-based detection blocks are incorporated in the control platform of each
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converter. For example, the detection blocks implemented in the first converter are
depicted in Fig. 4.4.
Implemented Adaptive Notch Filter (ANF)
Various implementations of adaptive notch filters are proposed in the related liter-
ature. Most popular ANFs are typically based on the second-order infinite impulse
response (IIR) notch filters [78]. In this work, the method adopted for the design
and implementation of the ANF block is a constrained poles and zeros-based ANF
(CPZ-ANF) approach proposed in [76].
The transfer function of the notch filter, Hn(z), is given in (4.2) [79]. In this
transfer function a(k) is the parameter that controls the notch frequency, ωn, at time
k and ρ is the parameter that sets the notch width, B. The notch filter given in
(4.2) is basically a second-order infinite impulse response filter. This IIR filter has
a pair of complex conjugate zeros that are placed on the unit circle to create a very
deep notch. The bandwidth of the notch, that determines the selectivity of the filter,
is controlled by a pair of complex conjugate poles which are located at distance ρ
from the origin. The angle of these poles and zeros with respect to the horizontal
line sets the frequency, ωn. The pole-zero map of the notch filter for different notch




1 + a(k)z−1 + z−2
1 + ρa(k)z−1 + ρ2z−2
(4.2)
The relationship between a(k) and the notch frequency as well as that of ρ and
the notch width are given in (4.3) and (4.4).
a(k) = −2 cos(ωn(k)) (4.3)
B = π(1− ρ) (4.4)
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The frequency response of a notch filter with transfer function Hn(z) for ωn = 0.5π
and ρ = 0.99 is shown in Fig. 4.6. It has a band-stop response with a very selective
notch, controlled by the choice of ρ, occurring at the specified notch frequency, ωn.
For the adaptation of a(k) parameter, or equivalently the notch frequency ωn, a
gradient descent algorithm, proposed in [80], is used with the implementation pro-
posed in [79]. In this algorithm, the cost function is given by the mean-square of
the output of the filter at time-instant k, i.e. E[y2(k)] [80]. This is minimized by
controlling the parameter a(k) following the update equation given in (4.5) where
µ is the parameter update step-size and ∇(k) is the instantaneous estimate of the
gradient of E[y2(k)] with respect to a(k).
a(k + 1) = a(k)− µ∇(k) (4.5)
The gradient estimation, ∇(k), can be found as in (4.6) and (4.7) where x(k) is
the input to the filter. The approximation in (4.7) is valid for a sufficiently small




∂a(k) ≈ x(k − 1)− ρy(k − 1)− ρa(k)s(k − 1)− ρ
2s(k − 2) (4.7)
The signal s(k) is needed to calculate the instantaneous value of ∇(k) and can
be obtained with the simpler transfer function implementation given in (4.8) which
is obtained using (4.2). Hs(z) is called the gradient filter and its frequency response





(1− ρ)z−1 − ρ(1− ρ)z−3
1 + ρa(k)z−1 + ρ2z−2
(4.8)
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Figure 4.5: The pole-zero map of the second-order IIR notch filter for dif-
ferent notch frequencies shown by different colors.
























Frequency Response of Hn(z)
Figure 4.6: The frequency response of the second-order IIR notch filter,
Hn(z), for ωn=0.5π and ρ=0.99.
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Based on (4.6) and (4.7), the update algorithm in (4.5) can be rewritten as the
expression given in (4.9).
a(k + 1) = a(k)− 2µy(k)s(k) (4.9)
A block diagram representation of the adaptive notch filter is shown in Fig. 4.8
where x(k) is the input to the ANF and the notch frequency, ωn, is the desired
output of the block. It must be noted that ωn is the adaptive filter’s notch frequency
normalized by the sampling frequency.
4.2.3 Current Sharing Using a Consensus Protocol
In a network of dynamic systems (or agents), consensus means that the systems reach
an agreement regarding the value of a certain quantity or state-variable [74]. Var-
ious distributed consensus-based control schemes are proposed in the literature for
current sharing and voltage regulation of DC systems [29,63,70]. These methods are
effective in achieving such control objectives and provide particular advantages for
load sharing purposes including ensuring current sharing without disturbing the bus
voltage regulation. However, almost all of the consensus-based methods exclusively
rely on the existence of a communication network among different source converters.
Consequently, several issues have been found with such methods such as lack of relia-
bility, stability problems due to inherent delays, additional hardware, cost, potential
security issues, and complexity [4, 18,66].
Using the proposed sinusoidal injection and ANF-based frequency detection meth-
ods, the need for a physical communication channel is effectively eliminated and thus
the related issues can be avoided. As a result, the methods proposed in the previous
sections are adopted along with the conventional consensus protocol which is given
in (4.10) for the i-th source converter [74].
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Frequency Response of Hs(z)
Figure 4.7: The frequency response of the gradient filter, Hs(z), given in (4.8) for
the normalized notch frequency of ωn=0.5π and ρ=0.99.









In (4.10), ipuoj is the per-unit output current of the j-th converter which is detected
by the proposed ANF-based frequency detection block, Ni is a set that includes all
the neighbor source converters to the i-th converter, and ipuoi is the per-unit output
current of the i-th source converter itself.
This simple control law, generates a voltage correction term, δvi, by comparing
the local per-unit output current with the detected per-unit currents of other source
converters. This correction term is then added to the voltage reference of the i-th
source converter. As a result, the output voltage of this source converter is adjusted
such that the difference between its output current and those of the other source
converters is minimized. More details on current sharing schemes based on consensus
algorithm can be found in [29,63,70].
4.2.4 The overall current sharing control scheme
In this section, some final considerations and discussions related to the proposed
current sharing control scheme are presented.
One consideration relates to the steady-state operation of the proposed current
sharing method. In particular, in steady-state, the output currents of all converters
are equal and they inject sinusoidal signals with similar frequencies. Therefore, if the
proposed detection method, shown in Fig. 4.4, is adopted without any modifications,
once an ANF converges, it removes all the components in the input signal and nothing
would be left for the rest of the detection blocks in the chain. This may cause some
convergence and stability issues for the adaptive algorithms implemented in the filter.
This issue can be avoided with a simple modification as described below.
The idea is to use a simple linear transformation to map the output current of the
i-th source converter, that determines its injection frequency, to a pre-specified range
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Figure 4.9: The modified sinusoidal injection technique.
Figure 4.10: The modified ANF-based frequency detection block.
within [Iil , Iiu ]. This range is defined distinctly for each of the source converters.
As a result, despite the fact that, in steady-state and after convergence, the actual
output currents of different converters are the same, the sinusoidal signals are injected
with frequencies in different pre-defined ranges. In this scenario, a certain converter
can obtain the actual output currents of the other sources by inverse-mapping the
detected notch frequencies. Using this technique, the proposed injection and detection
methods can be used with the simple modifications shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10.
In Fig. 4.9, block T implements a linear mapping as given in (4.11). The function
T (̄ioi) maps any value of īoi ∈ [Ii−min, Ii−max] to īo−ti ∈ [Iil , Iiu ]. Note that Ii−min and
Ii−max are the minimum and maximum allowed currents depending on a converter’s
operational requirements and protections. Also, note that Iil and Iiu are chosen as
lower-bound and upper-bound for a certain converter. Therefore, a source converter
injects sinusoidal signals with frequencies bounded to f̃i ∈ [f̃il , f̃iu ], where f̃il = kfiIil
and f̃iu = kfiIiu . Likewise, in Fig. 4.10, the block Tinv (̄io−ti) implements the linear
inverse-mapping functions which is basically (4.11), rearranged to obtain īoi .





Figure 4.11: The i-th converter’s control platform enabled with the proposed
communication-less consensus-based current sharing scheme (the related blocks are
highlighted in yellow).
Another consideration is related to the fact that, in the proposed scheme, the bus
voltage is the only medium of communication among the source converters. Therefore,
some potential issues could arise in case of high noise levels which is probable in
practical systems. To improve the noise immunity, a low-pass filter, Glpf2 , is used
in the detection block in Fig. 4.10, after the inverse-mapping block, which results
in an almost constant detected value and eliminates any potential fluctuations. The
inclusion of the additional low-pass filter is not necessary for the operation of the
proposed scheme. However, incorporation of this filter will increase the robustness
for the operation in noisy and high-disturbance environments.
The overall proposed current sharing control scheme for the i-th converter in a
DC-PDS with multiple sources is shown in Fig. 4.11. The three introduced parts,
including the sinusoidal injection block, shown in Fig. 4.9, the ANF-based frequency
detection block, shown in Fig. 4.4 with the individual blocks as in Fig. 4.10, and the
cooperative consensus protocol given in (4.10), are put together to form the proposed
current sharing control scheme.
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In Fig. 4.11, the global voltage reference, vref , is the desired bus voltage set by
the higher-level controllers [29]. The output voltage correction term, δvi, is generated
by the consensus controller. The protocol uses the i-th converter’s per-unit output
current, ipuoi , and the output currents of other source converters which are detected
by the ANF-based detection block. Additionally, this converter indirectly communi-
cates the information about its own share of the total load current by generating and
injecting a sinusoidal signal proportional to its measured output current. The gener-
ated signal, uinji , is added directly to the converter’s duty-cycle: this will simplify the
operation of the proposed scheme by allowing its operation in a frequency range well
beyond the control bandwidths. This scheme is implemented in all source converters
which guarantees that the control objective of proportional load sharing is achieved.
4.3 Simulation Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed current sharing method the system shown
in Fig. 4.12 is simulated in Matlab/Simulink. In this system, three source Buck
converters are supplying a load subsystem that includes passive loads and a voltage
source inverter (VSI) which behaves like a constant power load. The bus voltage, Vbus,
is 200V and the total load power is PL=5kW . The parameters used for this simulation
study are reported in Fig. 4.13. The parameters of the sinusoidal injection block are
fo1 which is the cut-off frequency of Glpf1 , Iil and Iiu , and kfi . The parameters of the
ANF-based detection block are ρ that sets the selectivity of the filter, µi which is the
adaptive algorithm’s step-size, and fo2 which is the cut-off frequency of Glpf2 .
The two low-pass filters, Glpf1 and Glpf2 , are used for averaging purposes and so,
for simplicity, are chosen to be first-order filters with sufficiently low cut-off frequen-
cies. The parameters Iil , Iiu , and kfi are chosen such that different converters inject
signals with well separated frequencies. The minimum and the maximum allowed
currents for all three converters are assumed to be 1A and 30A, respectively. Also,
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Figure 4.12: The simulated DC-PDS with three source converters and a load sub-
system including a three-phase VSI some passive load. The total load power is PL =
5kW .
Figure 4.13: The parameters of the signal injection and detection blocks
of the proposed current sharing method for the simulated DC-PDS.
the injection amplitude gains, kai , for all converters are chosen to be 0.15. In each
converter, the adopted regular notch filter is based on Hn(z), given in (4.2), with ρ
= 0.99, and the notch frequency set based on the instantaneous injection frequency
of that converter which is proportional to its output current.
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Two scenarios are considered: one is when the three sources are with identical
rated currents, for the case of equal current sharing, and the other one when the
sources have different current ratings, for the more general case of proportional load
sharing. The bus voltage and the output currents of the three sources are monitored
in the time-domain. The performance of the proposed current sharing method is
evaluated for steady-state operation and in response to step variations in the load
power. The results are presented in Fig. 4.14 to Fig. 4.19.
In Fig. 4.14, the bus voltage and the output currents of the three sources are
shown for the case of equal current sharing. In this case, all three converters are
assumed to have similar rated currents with Ir1,2,3 = 10A. It is seen that with the
proposed current sharing scheme being initially deactivated, the converters, which
have different dynamic and control bandwidths, pick up different shares of the total
load current which is 25A. In particular, the third converter provides the largest
share of the total current and then the second converter has the largest share of the
total load. However, once the proposed method is activated, at t=0.65s, the output
currents begin to converge together and, after about 0.2s, they reach a consensus
value of about 8.33A.
The zoom-in of the bus voltage, in Fig. 4.14, shows that the injected sinusoidal
signals, for the purpose of current sharing, are very small and do not disturb the
bus voltage regulation. To assess the performance of the proposed scheme under
transients, step variations occur in the load power starting at t=1.5s. It is seen
that the proposed control method is capable to guarantee accurate dynamic current
sharing with good transient performance.
Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16 show the performance of the proposed ANF-based de-
tection blocks for the first and the second source converters. The results for the
third converter is similar and so omitted for brevity. These figures show the output
currents, measured at the output of the converters against the currents estimated by
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@ t = 0.65s Sharing control activated
@ t = 1.5s Load power step-changes
Figure 4.14: The bus voltage and output currents of the simulated system in the
case of source converters of equal rated currents.


























Figure 4.15: The actual measured output currents (solid lines) against the output
currents estimated by the proposed ANF-based detection block in the first converter
(dashed lines).
the proposed detection block. It is seen that the two adaptive notch filters, within
the ANF-based detection block of the first and second converters, converge at around
t=0.5s and then at t=0.65s the consensus controller is activated. From the step vari-
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Figure 4.16: The actual measured output currents (solid lines) against the output
currents estimated by the proposed ANF-based detection block in the second con-
verter (dashed lines).
ations starting at t=1.5s, it is noted that the ANFs preserve convergence very well
and hence the dynamic current sharing is ensured. The estimations are accurate with
negligible error (the maximum observed error is about 0.18%). Some delay can be
observed in the current tracking during transients, but the overall dynamic response
is well-behaved.
In Fig. 4.17, the bus voltage and the output currents of the three sources are shown
for the case of proportional current sharing. In this case the converters are assumed
to have the rated currents of Ir1=15A, Ir2=5A, and Ir3=10A. It is observed that
with the proposed current sharing scheme being initially deactivated, the converters
cannot achieve proportional sharing: the first converter which has the highest rating
provides the least amount of current. However, once the proposed method is activated
at t=0.65s, the converters begin to adjust their output currents to share the load
proportionally to their rated power. In particular, the first converter picks up the
largest share while the second converter, with the smallest rated power, provides
the least percentage of the load. The proposed scheme ensures dynamic proportional
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@ t = 1.5s Load power step-changes
@ t = 0.65s Sharing control activated
Figure 4.17: The bus voltage and output currents of the simulated system in the
case of source converters with different rated currents.
sharing when the step variations occur in the load power starting at t=1.5s. Also, the
zoom-in of the bus voltage shows that the injected sinusoidal signals do not disturb
the normal operation of the system.
Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 show the performance of the proposed ANF-based detec-
tion block for the first and the second source converters under proportional current
sharing. These figures show the output currents, measured at the output of the con-
verters, against the currents estimated by the proposed detection block. It is seen
that both ANFs, in each converter, converge at around t=0.5s in an accurate manner
with minimal error (the maximum observed error is less than 0.15%). The conver-
gence is well preserved in all cases, even with the step variations starting at t=1.5s
which implies that the dynamic current sharing is ensured.
In all the above results, it is seen that the bus voltage regulation is unaffected
by the proposed current sharing scheme. This is unlike the conventional methods,
such as Droop control, where additional control layers and complicating measures are
required to compensate the bus voltage drop introduced by current sharing control.
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Figure 4.18: The actual measured output currents (solid lines) against the output
currents estimated by the proposed ANF-based detection block in the first converter
(dashed lines).





















Figure 4.19: The actual measured output currents (solid lines) against the output
currents estimated by the proposed ANF-based detection block in the second con-
verter (dashed lines).
4.4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter the load sharing problem of DC power distribution systems is con-
sidered. A novel communication-less consensus-based load current sharing control
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scheme is proposed. In this method, a virtual communication network is established
among the source converters which replaces a physical network that is convention-
ally needed in similar approaches. To achieve this, the source converters inject small
sinusoidal components into the bus voltage. The frequencies of these components
are proportional to the output currents of each of the sources. Likewise, a frequency
detection method based on adaptive notch filters is proposed. In this method, a
cascade of ANFs is implemented in the control platform of each converter. The pro-
posed ANF-based method enables each source converter to effectively extract the
needed information for current sharing control only from the measured bus voltage.
The proposed methods are combined with the average consensus algorithm to form
a cooperative control scheme that guarantees proportional and equal load sharing
among the paralleled source converters. The presented simulation results confirm
the effectiveness and very good performance of the proposed current sharing control
method.
The presented work can be further extended in future considering the following
ideas. First, the steady-state and dynamic performance of the proposed load sharing
method should be studied in more details through Experimental validation. Various
implementation and operation aspects as well as proper design guidelines should be
provided. It must be noted that for the experimental results to be relevant and
meaningful, it is recommended that the experiments be carried out on a system
with at least three source converters. The main reason relates to the cooperative
control scheme and graph theory concepts behind the communication network design
procedure. More details can be found in the relevant literature such as [29,61].
Second, considering a hierarchical control structure, the proposed method is more
suited for implementation at the primary control layer [3, 17]. However, in the case
of a Droop-controller DC system, the proposed method can be implemented at a
secondary level to compensate for bus voltage drop caused by Droop control. This
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Figure 4.20: The proposed current sharing method can be used at secondary level
to compensate for bus voltage drop caused by a Droop-based current sharing imple-
mented at the primary level.
idea is shown in Fig. 4.20. In particular, the same virtual communication network is
established and a voltage correction term is generated using the consensus algorithm
that compensates for the bus voltage drop caused by the operation of the Droop
control.
Third, in the proposed method, it is assumed that all source converters are inject-
ing properly generated sinusoidal components in the bus voltage. This implies that a
fully connected communication network is established and n-1 adaptive notch filters
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must be used in each converter. For very large-scale systems with a large number
of sources, some scalability issues may arise using the proposed method due to the
large number of required ANFs. This issue can be avoided by taking advantage of the
consensus algorithm properties and by a more careful design of the communication
graph based on which the sources inject sinusoidal signals. This extension will allow
equally good results, in terms of load sharing performance, to be achieved relying on
a sparse communication network which allows a lower number of ANFs to be utilized
in each converter.
Fourth, in this work the effect of line impedance was neglected. This is an ac-
ceptable approximation for relatively small systems. However, the line impedance
is non-negligible for large-scale and extended DC systems. Thus, the effect of line
impedance on the proposed load sharing method should be studied.
Finally, the hybrid stabilizing control method proposed in the previous chapter
requires the knowledge of the total load power. This is easy to be estimated in a single
source system. However, in a multi-source system, each source provides a certain
amount of the total load demand. So, the converter that performs the stabilization
needs to somehow obtain an estimation of the total load so that it can implement the
proposed stabilizing control method. To cope with this issue, the proposed current
sharing method can be used along with the hybrid stabilizing controller. This idea
is shown in Fig. 4.21. The current sharing control scheme provides an estimation of
the output currents of all source converters. Thus, the stabilizing source converter
can easily calculate the total load demand. The combination of these two methods
guarantees accurate current sharing and stability of DC systems.
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Figure 4.21: The proposed current sharing method can be used along with the hy-
brid stabilization method, introduced in the previous chapter, to ensure proportional
current sharing and stability of DC systems.
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